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Earth as photographed from Apollo 17 

Do not dishonour the earth lest you dishonour the spirit of man. 

Hold your hands out over the earth as over a flame. To all who Icve 

her, who open to her the doors of their veins, she gives of hsr 

strength, sustaining them with her own measureless tremor ol d^rk 

life. Touch the earth, love the earth, her plains, her vallevs, her 

hills, and her seas: Rest your spirit in her solitary places. For 

the gifts of life are the earth's and they are given to all.... 

-Kenrv aeston 
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aztempzing to understand and preserve wild nature will have naa zne 
experience of witnessim^ his own snecies crift lower ann lower on his 
personal scale of perfection. All the magnificence and nobilitv or ocr 
creativity c-annot be<in to compensate me lor wnat mv species has cost 
me. onajiesoeare cannc: me I or toxic pesticusi 
compensate me for Hiroshima, nor Michelangelo lor the Blue whale. jesus 
Christ cannot compensate me for the brutal imnosi tion oi human power 
over nonhuman nature. Yet the total destruction of the cl^e Earth o^av 
well crecede anv diminshment in human price." 

T ^ v — ' ; . . - „ — - • • - . , ^ 

"Cur whole moral and legal tradition is founded on the assuncsption that 
there is an unbridgeable gap between man and animals, ^ivin^ us the 
right to own and exploit them without reference to their best interests. 
If our scientists now tell us that animals are different only m dezree, 
then our exnloitations carry far more serious imvlicazions tnan we have 
been willing to admit." 

T H : E : S I ;S J ^ A<-1 K C XĴ CJ) U^̂ _ • ^ 
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ECOLOGICAL CRTî TS: 

For centuries man has freely indulged in the vast resources of tne earth 

as if they were available in seemingly unlimited proportions. Today's energy 

crunches, food shortages, and exploding populations clearly reveal that our 

world has definite limits. Ve now face a world encountering shortages cf its 

available natural resources: minerals, metals, fossil fuels, and tertile land. 

Yet, we continue to operate as though earth's environment were infinite. Each 

year in the name of "progress" we build on, pave over, and otherwise remove cr 

ruin thousands of acres of productive land. Former civilizations lay in ruins, 

and fertile lands are now deserts because of improper use of the land. These 

are mistakes the world can not afford today. There seems to be an implied 

assumption that if the earth becomes too polluted or too overcrowded, we can 

simply move on to other frontiers or other planets. When there is no more lana 

to conquer, we will redirect our ambitions towards the ocean and outerspace. 

Evidence of this has already begun to occur. Oliver S. Owen has pointed out. 

"Ve pride ourselves on conquering outerspace, yet after two centuries of 

technological "progress" we still do not know how to manage the space right 

around us here on this planet Earth." Many individuals and organizations are 

concerned with the quality of man's environment and many more have joined in 

the struggle to maintain the earth in recent years. However, there exits a 

genuine lack of environmental prudence and ecological awareness. Ve are inaeed 

in the midst of an ecological crisis, and the problems will neither go away 

soon nor easily. David Imsland has observed that "the crisis is real, global, 

and growing." 

This global environmental crisis is the result of many contributing factori. 

Population Density: 

Experts have informed us that the global population is LOW aptroximatelv 

five billion. The population will continue to surge upward. This growtn cloî ds 

the future of our planet and is at the root of our present state of environ

mental crisis. Vith each increase in population there will be an increase i:. 
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all types of environmental pollution, and an accelerated depletion oi our 

natural resources, most of which are already in danger. Owen has pointed out 

that, "with each upward surge of the number of human beings, there will be a 

corresponding surge in the urgency and complexity of our conservation and 

environmental task." Also, more people, living in overcrowded conditions., will 

make increasing demands on wilderness and recreation areas to "get away rrom 

it all." 

Resource Cansumption: 

The world's nations are consuming nonrenewable resources at an alarming 

rate, with the United States ranking first. The American spirit is based on the 

principle of exploitation. The United States has been called a "planetary 

disease" by Ian McHarg. The U.S. only represents six percent of the world's 

population, yet we use well over one-half of all raw materials consumed eacn 

year. Ve produce and consume much more than we need. Owen states, "Many 

demands made by Americans on natural resources are excessive and do not 

contribute to human happiness in any substantial way. Americans are the most 

overfed, overhoused, overclothed, overmobilized, and overentertained people in 

the world." 

Pollution: 

Ve are releasing so many toxic materials into the air. water, and land 

around us that Rachel Carson has called this period in human history the Age or 

Poisons. Ve pollute our environment with raw sewage, industrial wastes, radio

active materials, heat, detergents, fertilizers, pesticides, and other chemicals 

whose harmful effects are just now being realized. "The United States is ̂ he 

world's most affluent nation, and it has become the most ef fluent." (̂ Owen D.2). 

If pollution increases beyond the earth's capacity to cleanse itself, it wiii 

engulf the planet. Man's own effleunts are now threatening nis gradual suiio-

cation. 

There are many other factors contributing to our environmental crisis some 

of which include: man's preoccupation with tne profit motive; the Jtilioaticn of 



technology in ways destructive of life; the Judeo-Christian arrogance towari 

nature; man's "frontier mentality"; more importantly the lack of education ana 

knowledge of environmental systems, and the myth that the earth's environment 

is infinite and should be conquered. 

DIMEHSIQaS OF THE EARTH: 

Yet, of all the places that could support life the earth is the only one we 

know for sure that does. Vith the space age came the realization that the 

earth is a small planet within a vast universe. Our solar system is on the 

edge of one of the billions of galaxies in the universe. The eartn is one oi 

nine planets in our solar system; it is 8,000 miles in diameter, 25,000 miles in 

circumference, and its highest peaks are only 12 miles above the ocean rioor. 

It rotates at 1,000 miles per hour on its own axis; water covers almost 75/i of 

the surface, and only a portion of the land is fit for human settlement. Viewed 

in this way, the earth is a tiny and seemingly insignificant little speck. Vith 

his knowledge of physics and biology Buckminster Fuller thought of our earth as 

a small "spaceship" and mankind as its "pilot." 

Man is an infant compared to the 25 billion year old planet. Compared 

to other lifeforms mankind could be called "newborn". Yet we have a ii.'sitini* 

and distorting view of equating history with human history. The orî în of man 

and the origin of the earth are not coincidental. A proper sense of history for 

the earth's antiquity and the entire span of time that represents the age of our 

earth is needed for man's new perspective on the environment. "Man must gain a 

new appreciation of the patience with which life emerged on the planet, anc we 

should become acutely aware of the extremely brief period which represents 

human history — and the speck of time which is included in the term "recorded" 

history."(Ismland, p.50) Therefore, we must develop a "feeling" for the entire 

earth. It is important that we gain a new perspective for its frailty, its 

antiquity, and man's relationships to it. Ve are all riding an a little 

spaceship which is so uniquely designed that, as far as we know, it is tne only 

"ship" in the universe that can support life. 



ECOLOGY AJD SORVIVAT.: 

It is this tiny sphere which we are so busily exploiting: using up oil anc 

coal deposits; polluting; spreading urban development; chopping down its forest; 

and slowly filling its air with poisons. However, all things are somehow liniied 

together. As David Cavagnaro points out, "Nothing in the universe exists, alone. 

Every drop of water, every human being, all creatures in the web of liie and â l 

ideas in the web of knowledge, are part of an immense, evolving, dynamic whole 

as old—and as young—as the universe itself. To learn this is to learn the 

meaning of joy." The dichotomy that separates man from nature has been the 

primary source of the ecological crisis. It has led to the very wrong 

assumption that changes in the biosphere do not change conditions in the human 

environment. 

Man's war with nature has been going on for centuries. Now it is apparent 

that nature is losing the battle. Ve must realize that we are an intergral part 

of the natural world and the global pollution of the environment is really an 

assault on our bodies and a threat to our lives. Rene Dubos has observed that 

we often behave as if we were the last generation to inhabit the earth. Unless 

we recognize that the earth does not belong to us, but we belong to it, man may 

become a member of the endangered species. Our very existence is threatened 

from overpopulation, nuclear war, overspecialization, and ecological disaster. 

"Many of us have grown up lacking a basic knowledge of the earth's system ana 

an understanding of how things evolved and how we as humans have emerged out 

of the matrix of life which now surrounds the globe." (Ismland p.56) Therefore, 

we must place a new emphasis on the future and learn to give the earth a proper 

place in our lives, since we have grown out of its surface and are sustained oy 

its resources. It is apparent that human activities are now harming our own 

species. Ve must realize that the earth is a single unit and we are an 

intergral part of it. Vhen man wars with nature, he wars witn himself. 

.1 



Architects everywhere should learn the value of this principle. Such a value 

system would recognize man's place in the eternal flow of things. It would have 

at its core the ancient, almost forgotten knowledge that all life is the 

manifestation of a single mystery. The time has now come when such an ethic 

is the key to survival. Aldous Huxley asks, "Do we propose to live in symbiotic 

harmony with our environment? Or preferring to be wantonly stupid, shall we 

choose to live like suicidal parasites that kill their host and so destroy 

themselves?" 

Principles for an Environmental Ethic / Suiunary: 

Man must learn to honor the earth as a total system of life without which 

we could not exist; a total system of air, water and land. Ve can no longer 

isolate state, national, or continental boundaries. A reverence for the balance 

of nature must be incorporated into man's ideology, thereby molding human 

enterprise to correspond with ecological realities. 

Several principles serve as components of the new environmental ethic: the 

earth must be perceived as a small planet within a vast universe; man needs a 

proper sense of history and appreciation for the time span of the earth; 

encourage diversity and allow for natural balance; recognize that we live in a 

finite world and there are limits to growth; reject the premise that man owns 

the earth; understand man's place in the universe; learn to "celebrate" the earth 

by practicing moderation, maintaing balance in the environment, preserving 

wilderness, emphasizing wholeness, and practicing symbiosis. 

The importance of instilling in others an understanding of the principles 

of conservation and ecology is simply this: the way in which we treat our 

environment will determine our future. As nature is being invaded under the 

constant pressures and increasing demands of a growing population, the only way 

to save what remains of nature is to incorporate it. and its lessons, into the 

realm of human activities. 

) 
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THEREFORE: 

Preserve and protect for the wise and reverent use, by this and succeeding 

generations, those natural areas that are of scenic, scientific, historical, 

spiritual, and recreational value. In doing so, we can provide protection of 

wild species and natural processes; provide opportunities for the educati,on of 

childern and adults in the areas of environmental concerns; provide an 

oppurtunity for more people to develop an understanding of the values of nature, 

to assimilate a land ethic and instill a new appreciation for the earth and its 

frailty, to recreate an awareness of our responsibility to our air, land, water, 

and other natural resources; provide opportunities to instill a new sense and 

respect for our cultural heritage and antiquity of the earth. 

5 
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"The reason why tne world Ijcks unity and lies 
because man is disuni ted witn himsel 
world with n^z^-w eyes." 

neaps :s 
Icok at zee 

. n c r e a -

"This is the lirst age tn^t has zaid so much ^tter.z 
which is a little ironic since we mav not hsve one. 

Ar 

: 0 e lu 

r C. Clir--:e 

ny wi thout th " Cvnics rightly s^y that the world could struggle a. 
pelican or the whooping crane; thev do not often note znaz it couia J~ 
well easily' do without man. ^uite possibly the unecological tez.cer.cies 
of Homo Sapiens may already njve marked him for the ext i notion he so 
freely ted Oi to other wecies. 

Lynton K. C a i a w e . . 

I 
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Today, as a symbol of the condition of man's alienation trom nature, 

architecture is evidence that compatability with nature has been lost. As John 

Simonds points out. 

Ve are the victims of our own building. Ve are trapped, body and 
soul, in the mechanistic surroundings we have constructed about 
ourselves. Somewhere in the complex process of evolving we have 
become so absorbed in the power of machines, so absorbed in tne 
pursuit of new techniques of building, so absorbed with new materials 
that we have neglected our human needs. Our deepest instincts are 
violated. Our basic human desires remain unsatisfied. Divorced from 
our natural habitat, we have almost forgotten the glow and exuoerance 
of being healthy animals and feeling fully alive (p. 5). 

Ve must become attuned to our natural environment. Ve must learn, or perhaps 

relearn, to build and live in harmony with nature. Most architecture is 

dehumanizing and serves simply as shelter whose result is to separate us from 

nature. However, architecture should serve our basic human needs and instincto. 

Instead of alienating us from nature and from ourselves, the built environment 

should strive to deepen our understanding of the physical, cultural, and 

spiritual ties to the earth and each other. Thoreau once wrote. "If a plant can 

not live according to its nature, it dies, and so a man." The time has come for 

architects to learn the lessons of balance and humility. 

This thesis is directed toward creating non-urban architecture in re

mote, or dramatic countryside settings and perhaps created from land wnicn was 

formerly unbuildable, worn out, or ill-used. It will embody the concept of 

creating a symbiotic relationships between man, architecture, ana earth. It 

will establish relationships between the character and presence of the site and 

character and presence of the architecture. Either by blending them tcjetiner or 

contrasting one against the other in order to intensify the total eifect of the 

whole. The intent is not to conquer or to imitate nature; but to create a sense 

of equilibrium, which will attempt to satisfy man's needs of bcay. mma, ani 

spirit. 

3 
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.:.- ^rcn.t-,turai focus jsed to demonstrate tnis 

Ecological Research/Learning Center :ina :o:.iervâ .crv. 

continuins eticrt to discover tetter ways tc ev:!luate an: .̂ir.̂ ie our natural 

r̂ T.c'jrtei lor tne benefit oi both the environment izic mankind DV exr.orinr tne 

wcniers, challenges, and potentials of the ear-̂ .h; steciri.a^.v the Tr3n3-recos 

re/Lon of the Chihuahuan Desert. I-̂.s runctitns en-,3î : j pres':-r'.-e/re!'jge :cr 

piant and animal life, educa'icnai and resea: _n copcrtcni* ies on tne oio^cfv 

and ecology ct the environs, beany, zoology, ille nistorv, antnropolc^v, ar

chaeology, geology, behavioral studies, and other types or envircnz:en*a. .toni-

toring. The primary focus of research will be ilexible and will chan.-e as cur

rent lindings and developments occur. Its aim is to provide teach..ni-, research. 

and public :Dervice on the ecology and conservation of natural resour .es ina 

protection ol the ecologically significant areas while maintaining tne ^re^r na

tural qualities. 

Other activities include an educational visitors center and interpretive 

building, classrooms, exhibits and displays, library, lecture and presentation 

rooms, plant and animal housing, ana perhaps prototvpica. growin* env:ron:t-nt5 

wni-re innovations for improving narvest in unproductive realms are neeaec. T:.e 

center will serve as the primary source of information for the I: ans-.̂ 'ecc£ re-

j U3:i of the Chihuahuan Desert. It will stand as a symbol ol tne res':oracive 

partnership ot man and nature. Representatives from tne tenter wix. conauct 

programs, both at and away trom the center, such as raaio ana 'elevisi^n ap

pearances, seminars, .ectures, and workshops, in an ei:c:" to raise socie-y'; 

level of awareness and current national triorities to inc.uae conjern :or ^ .: 

natural environment. 

The site selected is the Nature C^ncervancv "s new Ncr'h r.osillos "". ^zr \ir.i 

Res-:vc. Donated in 1984. it covers some o ,000 acres aa:acc:.t 'c -ne ncr^:.ern 

border c: Big rena National F^rk. i' is tne Nature Cent .: vancv's .ar-̂ -Jt pre 

S'-r ve m the United States. This land o: the Irans-Peccs in re.tĉ e Ves^ :e:-:as 

lorms tne northern boundrv of tne Chihuahuan Desert; an crea o: as-onisnm- na-

t;:.il diversity. 1̂  is geologicallv and ecologica.lv ct.ttlex. Tne earliest 

K̂ -ĉ wn sl^ns of man aate tack to approximately 7 ..00 - 10,000 B.C. Cr.te lertil-̂  

ran.:"hla:.io. the a:-M was exploited ana î s character was greatly iliere:. For 

il 
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decades it was considered a harsh, waste land; however, it nas emer^ea d.s i 

land of incomparable biological importance. Some 736 rare ana uniaue plant and 

animal species have been recorded in the Trans-Pecos region, making un more 

than a third of the some 2,000 species listed by the Texas Heritage Program as 

being globally significant. Conserved and cared for, its aeiicate ecosystems 

flourish. The Nature Conservancy is now formulating plans for management. Ine 

land will one day become part of Big Bend National Park. Tnere is an existing 

ranch and many springs. Visits must be arranged through the Nature 

Conservancy Headquarters in San Antonio. Texas. 

NORTH ROSILLOS 
MOUNTAINS PRESERVE 
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In order to accomplish this project, research will be done on suojects 

dealing with the intergration of architecture and nature, materials, aay-

ligthing. solar and wind power, water use, waste cvclinj, ecoj.Q«y and con

servation of natural resources, range and wildl-ife management, ecoxogicai prin

ciples such as: assessment and rehabilitation of natural areas, energy ii.ow a: 

nutrient cycling, interactions and structural components ci ecosystems, ana t..̂  

manipulation of those ecosystems. Also research may include related topics o: 

hydrology, archaeology, agronomy, and outdoor recreation. Books, case studies, 

user studies, government departmental studies and surveys, interviews, a m 

visits to the site ana related areas, films, and maps will be utilioea. 



Sources of information will include the Texas Tech University Library, tne 

Collê :e of Architecture Library, the Range and Wildlife Department, and the 

Texas Tech Natural Sciences Research Laboratory in ^ubback, Tx. Also the Elac£ 

Gap wildlife Management Area; the Lajitas Foundation Museum and Arboretum m 

Lajitas, Tx.; the National Park Service, Big Bend National Park, Tx.; Sul Rpss 

State University, Range and Vildlife Dept. in Alpine, Tx.; Texas Nature Conser

vancy in San Antonio, Tx.; the Texas Natural Heritage uifice in Austin, Tx.; tne 

Texas Parks and Vildlife Dept. in Austin, Tx.; the Texas System of Natural lab

oratories. Inc. in Austin, Tx.; and Mr. Buster Babb - the foreman ol the old 

Rosillos Ranch and now caretaker of the property. 

In conclusion, ecological principles, once viewed as interesting but irrtrl-

event. are now of great importance to the quality of human life. Ve must learn 

to honor the earth as a total system of life with out which we could not exist. 

Ve must remove, once and for all, the dichotomy which separates man irom 

nature. Architectural policies must become aligned with ecological, principles. 

As architects and planners, our ultimate challenge will be to heip change so

ciety from a pioneer "grand exploiter" to an enlightened and benevolent manager 

of our environments. 

Architects can no longer treat the earth as isolated parcels of land, apart 

from all others. Land areas can no longer be seen as little more than pictorial 

stage settings of water, grass, forests, hills, or mountains amid wnich 

architectural constructions can be lightheartedly aligned or indiscriminately 

plunked. Vill architects ever learn the lessons of balance ana humility oeiore 

it IS too late? The world can no longer afford to wait for architects to Pui^a 

Utopia because we never will, not until we learn how to build ecclogicalxy and 

environmentally sound architecture. Anything else, according to Leopo^a's 

simple principle, would not be right. 

J 
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This thesis will be accomplished architecturally by assigning artnitecture 

that is: 

(1) in harmony with nature. Simply design with nature - climatic, ecolo^^.^al. 

biological, and environmental issues. Especially in today's "throw away" society 

with an ever increasing lack of natural resources, architecture should embody 

the concept of symbiosis between man and nature. Tnis woula produce energy 

efficient and healthy environments which are extremely vitai to the physica.. 

and physiological aspects of human nature. 

(2) compatible with human nature - social and pyschological issues, basic human 

instincts, needs, and desires. Among these is the need, and instinct to be at 

one with nature. Ve, as humans, have indeed forgotten the glow and exuberance 

of being healthy animals and feeling fully alive. Architecture should not be 

dehumanizing, alienating, or impersonal; it should be sensitive and intimate. By 

designing in accordance with human nature, one would enable interaction petween 

people and their surroundings, create a sense of orientation, scale, privacy, ana 

belonging - "places for people." Thoreau once said, "If a plant can not grow 

according to its nature, it dies, and so a man." 

(3) well-matched with the place upon which it is imposed - cultura^, regional, 

and community issues. By establishing a relationship between the character and 

presence of the place and the character and presence of the architecture, we 

could restore the vanishing "sense of place" and diversity being lost in today's 

stylistic architectural melting pot. Architecture should encompass the spirit 

and mood of the place. This would enrich our lives, and our experiences, and 

give the place a sense of identity and pride in today's alienated and 

assimilated society. 

-II 
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VALUE OF HATUEAT. ARKAS: 

Ve are beginning to realize that our world is built within, and dependent 

on, the world of nature not only for food and water but for a multitude pf 

other human needs as well. 

Aesthetics: 

The lonely howl of a wolf, the glimpse of an eagle, the murmur oi insects 

on a summers night — these are the sights and sounds of wiialiie. They are 

rewards for the human spirit that cannot be bought in a supermarket or 

department store. They represent the aesthetic values of nature. Nature should 

not be preserved merely because it establishes the best safeguard for humanitv 

but also because it is simply beautiful. Natural land provides an opportunity 

to contemplate and enjoy a part of the world as it once was. It serves to 

enrich the quality of man's existence. Lyndon B. Johnson (1966) said tnat, 

"Once man can no longer walk with beauty or wonder at nature, his spirit will 

wither and his sustenance be wasted." 

.1 
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Sources of Food and Medicine: 

The wild, native plants are only a small sample of the genetic material 

produced in natural areas that we can not afford to lose. Ve have no way of 

knowing or predicting the ways that unstudied species may someday prove 

valuable to mankind as a food source and/or for medicinal purposes. It is 

therefore important that examples of our world be preserved intact witn a 

minimum of human induced disturbance for the time that man is wiser ana 

possesses greater technology. 

Economic: 

Perhaps one of the most overlooked aspects in arguing for natural areas is 

the economic value of nature. The American Forestry Association (1930) 

estimated that recreation within America's parks and forests contributrr= more 

than $200 billion dollars annually. Bird watchers alone spend over 50C mi.^icn 



dollars each year in the United States in the pursuit of their hoppy. In the 

Untited States almost two times as many people visit zoos, aquariums, and parks 

each year than attend baseball, football, hockey, and basketball games. (Myers 

1979). Many people seem to be enthralled with the'idea that they snare the 

earth with the Montezuma Quail, the Aplomado Falcon, the Mexican Volf, and other 

creatures in the vast wilds of che Chihuahuan Desert that no one has yet 

discovered. The value of wild things, like wild land, is to many people the 

simple knowledge that they exist. 

Scientific and Research: 

Our wildlife represents a pool of genetic diversity from which superior 

varieties of food crops, game, and livestock can be derived. Natural areas 

provide opportunities for long and short-term research projects on the biology 

and ecology of natural ecosystems and their components. Forests, prairies, 

swamps, marshes, deserts, and all other types of natural areas are eacn 

characterized by special flora and fauna that has evolved over immense periods 

of time and that can not be duplicated. Vhile it is possible to save a lew 

wild species of plants and animals in botanical and zoological gardens, it is 

impossible in practice to. save most of the living things of the wilderness once 

their habitats have disappeared. 

Energy: 

Suprising as it may seem natural areas are the greatest "producers" of 

energy on earth. In any given year, the amount of energy captured by ail 

vegetation on earth through photosynthesis vastly exceeds the total amount of 

energy used by mankind for its daily life and for driving its technologies. 

The green plants that live on earth capture, or fix, approximately 840 trillion 

kilowatt hours of energy per year through photosynthetic activities. Rene Lubos 

1978). Ultimately, all forms of life and the very characteristics oi tne 

atmoshpere depends upon the energy derived from the sun by photosynthesis. 

chiefly in natural areas. 

>i 
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Education and Vational Pride: 

The educational values of nature are too often ignored. Conservation 

begins with education. Curry - Lindahl (1974) felt that, ecolgy could be best 

studied and learned in protected natural areas where short-term and lon^-term 

environmental processes stand out more clearly and positively. He further aads. 

"the success of our species may depend upon how young people understand the 

environment and man as a component of it. If we do not react, through 

education and knowledge, against factors ruining our land and water, then tne 

human factor is in jeopardy." The effectiveness of our schools, educational 

institutions, parks, nature centers, and the numerous agencies are vital in 

addressing this most important issue. 

A 1969 Gallup poll in the United States revealed that three out of every 

four people interviewed favored setting aside more land for conservation 

purposes such as parks and reserves. Those countries already possessing parks 

and protected areas, possess more than property, species, genetic reservoirs, 

and economic opportunities. They also possess a sense of national pride and 

respect for their native lands-and their ability to manage those lanas for the 

future, not just short-term benefits. Education will help foster and instill 

this sense of pride and respect for our native lands and our cultural heritage. 
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The role of preserving ecosystems in their natural or as close to natural 

states as possible, for the purposes of international conservation, research, 

education, and recreation, as well as for the national economy and development, 

is becoming a increasingly important in many countries of the world. Olsen 

(1962), said that national parks and reserves permit man to bridge the ^ap 

between the past and the present, stating: 

This is our major problem today, to achieve balance and equilibrium 
through a wisdom and perspective which will enable us to evaluate 
the progress we have made. National parks are vantage points from 
which this can be done. In the mountains, in great forests, in 
desert regions, or in the presence of clean water, such perceptions 
come more easily than in cities, and when they do, confusion leaves, 
quiet and sanity return (p. 45). 

Natural areas are needed around the world more than ever; no one woula 

challenge that parks are excellent tonic for the human spirit. However, parks 

should not be set apart as mere fulfillments of a much more needed 

environmental ethic; they should be considered a first step on the path to man's 

organic relationship with the earth and its resources. National parks nave 

become an international movement, and this is cause for celebration: however, we 

can not afford to be blinded by our successful international park program into 

thinking we have done enough. It is instilling of an environmental ethic that 

is of utmost importance. The world's peoples are still going to continue to use 

our natural resources no doubt; but we must begin to use them in accord witn 

insights and ethics we have gained from our park experiences. 

National parks are one piece of positive evidence in the inquiry of 

whether or not man can enter into a trust relationship with nature. By 

themselves parks do not make the entire case, but the lessons tnat parks teacn 

and the values that they exemplify can extend beyond the mere boundaries of the 

park. If parks can instill a sense of everyday stewardship in visitors then 

parics can become the central evidence in a positive verdict for mankind and nis 

environment. "Parks should not merely shine, they should radiate!" îathanie. 

Reed. 1978). 
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SATURE CEITFRS: 

The Nature Center Planning Division of the National Audubon Society 

believes that a nature center must have four basic components to funtion 

effectively: 

» An adequate natural resource base representing a broad diversity of 

natural habitats. This may require as little as 20 acres or as many as 

hundreds of acres. 

* Physical facilities, including roads, trails, indoor and outdoor aisplavs 

a maintenance building, equipment, and an interpretive building. 

* Programs which should be varied, inspirational, instructional, and 

recreational in scooe. 

» People, including staff of professional and volunteer teacher/naturalist, 

administrative and maintenance personnel, and the visiting public. 

The Modem Hature Center: 

* may exhibit a representative sample of such indigenous cold-blooded animals 

as snakes, turtles, fish or amphibians but generally avoids warm-blooded 

animals because of the care they require and the expense of maintaining them 

properly. Most centers stress the importance of observing wild creatures in 

their native habitats. 

» Avoids large and expensive dioramas normally found in the traditional museum 

and favors simple, inexpensive, readily changeable displays which invite 

visitors to see, handle, smell, or listen - displays they can become directly 

involved with. 

* Has areas inside its interpretive building designated as classrooms. 

Compared with an ordinary school classroom, they are quite iniormai m cesign 

and use. Basically, they are intended to orient visitors - the philosophy at 

most centers being that the outdoors is the primary classroom. 

* Is designed for a wide variety of recreational activities such as hiking, bird 

watching and photography- But these activities are mainly passive ones and are 

not stressed or adequately budgeted for. although the situation mav be different 

in some public parks. 
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* Combines the policy elements of both park and resource management agencies. 

Many centers are zoned so that a percentage of the land base is left natural 

while other sections are designated for habitat manipulation. Each area serves 

to demonstrate the responses of nature when left alone or "mananged" PV man. 

* Is staffed by professional naturalists and highly qualified amateurs ŵ iose 

job it is to develop, present, and administer the various programs offered at 

the center. 

* Extends its services to a broad cross-section of the community by scheduling 

activities away from the center proper. These may include regular radio and TV 

appearances, articles in newspapers, seminars, workshops, guest lectures, or 

testifying on local or regional environmental issues. The influence of the 

modern nature center extends far beyond the nature center itself. 
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RESEARCH LABngATORTES: 

The Public Health Service divides research facilities into lour classes: 

Class A - are designed with maximum capability for conversion rrom one 

program use to another. These are primarily intended for research in tne basic 

scientific disciplines of biology, chemistry, and some aspects of the pnysical 

sciences. 

Class B - are designed with limited capabilities for conversion. This 

laboratory class is suited for a narrow range of activities and could not ne 

used for research involving the basic disciplines of chemistry and bioloigy 

without major alterations. 

Class C - are designed for research support, including such structures as 

stock barns, animal pens, and runways, storage sheds, and utility structures. 

This class is considered functional without utility services and does not 

require noncombustible construction. 

Class D - are designed for special research functions that require a 

specialized environment. Their structural provisions render them them unsuited 

for conversion. 

The research laboratory building must have the capability to satisfy 

research operational needs, allowing for a variation both in research projects 

and in occupancy. The structure will have to meet a variety of functional 

needs, rather than the specific requirements of a single group of occupants. 

Therefore, it will be of class A and support buildings of class C. 
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DESIGg ISSUES. 

There are many overall building and site considerations for nature centers 

and research laboratories; however, only those that are of an unique concern to 

the total project are listed here. A list of special considerations includes: 

* The interface between research and the public. 

* Expanding recreational and educational opportunities, while maintaining 

the area's natural quality and integrity. The desert is very fragile and 

special areas of concern include: water, soil, plants, and animals. 

* The use of technology- It is important that the Center not become a 

complete "throwback" of the modern world; nothing will be accomplisned 

by that kind of facility. The Center should embody the concept of a 

symbiotic relationship to nature and a hope for the future. Therefore 

the Center will utilize natural or "soft" technologies but will also 

accomodate some more advanced technologies such as perhaps active and 

passive solar, wind power, and biological toilets, etc. as long as it is 

appropriate technology for the design of a nature center. 

* The challenge a man's attitude toward desert regions - "desert phobia". 

* Urbanization of desert regions/habitats- "desert living". 

* Synecotecture: the science, art, profession of designing stuctures which 

include ecological communities in harmony with human requirements. 

* Geotecture: the science, art, profession of designing and exstructing 

human accomodation within the outer crust of the earth. 

t Hydrokinetics: the branch of hydrodynamics dealing with the laws of 

water in motion in fulfillment of human requirements. 

* Eremodynamics: that branch of dynamics with the life and vitality oi 

deserts. 
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PROJECT: Rio Grande lature Center. Albuquerque. NM. 

ARCHITECT: Antoine Predock. 

CLIENT: State of New Mexico, Park and Recreation Division. 

SITE: 170 acres of natural wetlands in the Rio Grande Valley. 

The nature center is set in the rolling valley of the Rio Grande River 

at the foothills of the Sandia Mountains. Located near the center of 

Albuquerque in one of the last remaining natural preserves. The Rio Grande 

Nature Center is the only true facility of its type in the country totally 

within city limits. The nature center recreates, near the center of the 

city, part of the valley's floodplain so that people can rediscover and 

appreciate the threatened natural wetlands. 

Deliberate enhancement of the indigenous soils, plants, and animal 

communities constituted not only protection and conservation, out also 

management on a limited scale. The building itself becomes a medium both 

to introduce natural relationships to visitors and to introduce visitors to 

the site. The building celebrates the site's history while providing a 

connection between the visitor and nature. Its primary mission is 

educational, and therefore the primary principle of its organization is a 

response to program as an instrument of education. The center is organized 

as a progression through an introduction to the varied dimensions of tne 

site. This movement enhances the educational function of the center. 

First, Predock located the parking lot a block away from the building, 

and thus sets up a processional theme and sets the visitors on their 

journey. Visitors then proceed along a winding trail through a stand ol 

trees. The building is barely visible at this point, hidden behind earth 

berms and vegetation. The entry into the building is by way ol an entry 

"tunnel." Moving into this tunnel one starts the descent into tne center 

itself. Its circular center is organized as a continuation of tne 
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The structural system is cast-in-place concrete, which is also the 

major material. The mechanical system is gas-fired forced-air heating, 

evaporative cooling, and some passive solar gain through skylights. 

The building is very small, and low key. It calls attention to the 

site, spirit of place and the experiences rather than to itself, which is an 

artful skill most architects have forgotten, choosing rather to massage 

their own egos and design buildings as art objects to be viewed at a 

distance. The building suggests geometrical formalism, but the various 

shifts, diagonals, and rectangles help organize the building's siting and 

orientation to context. The geometries are in fact extracted from both 

program and site, and are actually accomodations to the setting. The 

architectural character also suggests the image of a "blind," a reasonable 

precedent for the observation of nature. 
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PROJECT; Vestvaco Forest Science Laboratory. Summerville. 

ARCHITECT: Lucas Stubbs Pascullis, Powell and Penny. 

CLIENT: Vestvaco Laboratoties. 

SITE: 25-acres of heavily wooded South Carolina Pine forest 

loOutn Carolina. 

The scientist and researchers at the Vestvaco Forest Lab are engaged 

in finding better and faster ways of reforesting lands for wooa products. 

So it is appropriate that their work take place in a built environment tnat 

takes advantage of the heavily wooded site and blend nature with 

architecture. 

The building takes its form as a long spine stretched out in a wooded 

clearing to meld the users with the landscape. The spine is layered, 

starting on the north side with offices; laboratories and workspaces are in 

the middle; and on the south face greenhouses and a headhouse for recieving 

plant and soil specimens. Stretching it out allows the building to stay at 

ground level and thus subtly reinforcing the connection with nature. 
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Along the spine are three interior courtyards; one at tne entrance 

lobby and two others flanked by lab spaces. These courtvaras introduce 

nature into the labs and provide additional views outside no matter w^ere 

one mi»ht be in the multilayered plan. The courtyards have i safety 
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function as well: Genetic research on plant liie aemands constant 

ventilation for experiments with highly toxic chemicals. In the event of a 

power outage the courtyards can be used for immediate ventilation. Placing 

the greenhouses on the southside allows the scientist ready access to them 

instead of locating them in separate structures in the back as do many 

other labs of this type. The greenhouse spaces are intergral with the • 

building's overall form. 

The building's shed forms provide proper orientation for domestic hot 

water solar collectors to the south and, on the north side, pull difiuse. 

natural light into the interior spaces. The library is the major space that 

receives soft, northern light from the light scoops above. As much wood as 

possible was used, such as the weather stained cedar exterior and the oak 

interiors. Dark earth tones reiterate nature as a theme and focus of tne 

lab's function. 
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PROJECT: Louisiana lature Center Expansion. 

ARCHITECT: Design Consortium. 

CLIENT: Louisiana Nature Center. 

SITE: Existing Louisisana Nature Center, located in a marshland, swamp ana 

bayou environment typical of Louisiana. 

On the basis of previous successful projects such as the Audubon Hoo :.n 

New Orleans, and the Mississippi Nature Center in Pascagoula, Design 

Consortium was selected to rennovate and expand the Louisiana Nature Center 

facility. The goal was to create a building footprint that would satisfy 

program requirements for exhibits, seminars, educational functions, and the 

like, and to accomodate outdoor activities, exhibits, and vistas into the 

center's swamp setting. The facility was recognized as an important 

amenity to the community, and public support and sponsorship for tne 

project was thus generated. 

In addition to the existing nature center's interpretive builaing, tnere 

is the Education Complex and Resource Center with adjacent greenhouse ana 

food concession; the Program Development area with administration otfices; 

the Observation Tower, Planetarium and Multi-Media Center; these areas are 

clustered around the Passive Solar Deck area with an outdoor screen and 

small amphitheater. There is also a Service/Delivery Drive and Exhibit 

Preparation area with open storage and workshop space. 

There is a system of nature trails that wind through many outdoor 

environment exhibits and through the relatively undisturbed areas oi the 

swamp, thus allowing visitors a first hand glimpse of the flora and fauna 

of the area. Some of the outdoor exhibits and areas include: the Native 

Vildflower Pavillion, Vildlife Garden, Clam Shell Court, cypress .£warap 

exhibit. Fresh Vater Pond exhibit. Fresh Marsh exhibit. Bayou and L.Ô -am 

exhibit, Black willows, the Magnolias and Oak Ridge Exnibits. ana tne Picnic 

Area. 

The building designs are metaphors for the native structures - broaa 

overhangs, cupolas, standing seam roofs, wooden decjis, etc. The cnaracter 

of the architecture, selective clearing and controlling views rrom tne 
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s t ruc tures , advocates the design of outdoor recreation fac i l i t i e s with an 

obligation to preserve and enhance the local environment and tne cultural 

and h i s to r i c aspects of the region. 
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The following is a list of secondary case studies. Each is lol.owei bv 

a brief summary of why the study was done and what was acccmplisnea by 

the study and how it affects this project. 

Franklin Canyon Ranch 

Santa Monica Mountains National Recreation Area 

National Park service 

Compare programs and purposes and how the project is administered by 

the National Park Service; the national recreation area is to protect ana to 

make available for recreation and education a wide variety of the 

environmnent for the purpose of developing an activity site that provides 

for such diverse activities as nature study, jogging, and cultural arts 

programs. The design philosophy focused on expanding recreational and 

educational opportunities, while retaining the area's natural quality. 

Because of the sites colorful historic past there was strong support to 

retain and modify the site's existing structures. Landscaping echoes 

education program themes about water conservation. Loop trails and a self 

guided nature trail align to focus on special natural features and to ada to 

the educational opportunities of the site. This project is an important 

response to current national priorities including lack of concern for the 

environment and little money for its preservation or restoration. 
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Rock Creek lature Center 

Rock Creek Park, Vashington, D.C. 

National Park Service 

Observe why obvious d i ssa t i s fac t ion with the newly rennovated nature 

center and exhibit room indicate need for research. The Rock Creek Nature 

Center i s a s igni f icant in terpre t ive fac i l i ty in the northwest ouadrant o: 

Vashington. D.C, seeking to aquaint children with nature study; i t also 

serves as the primary information center for the Rock Creek Park. Analysis 

of records, observations, and interviews suggested some important 
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conclusions: (1) the visitor audience can not be stereotyped as an 

homogenous group; (2) the exhibits contribute very little; ana (.3 > there is 

a weak relationship between the role of the nature center and tne neeas oi 

the park visitors. The nature center is remotely located on the site; it is 

not the "gateway" to the park, nor is it oriented toward the creeK. Vays to 

avoid these mistakes are to be explored. 

Sandy Creek lature Center 

Athens, Georgia 

Roibinson Fisher Associates 

Observe how the project was tailored to the land with a minimal amount 

of environmental impact, and how good public acceptance was generated. 

Also observe how the interpretive trail is a boardwalk system composed of 

steps, ramps, linkages and teaching platforms. It descends from a high 

pine ridge down to a steep forested slope to an active floodplain and a 

beaver pond. The trail traces a striking physiographic and ecological 

transect. It was designed to enhance the nature study programs. It was 

entirely built with hand tools by members of the Youth Conservation corps 

ages 14-18 as a part of a hands-on workshop. The structural system 

allowed on-site modifications in order to be responsive to rock out-crops, 

vegetation and variations in slope. The platforms provide an interesting 

teaching environment. The trail provides access to an ecologically 

sensitive area without disturbing the environment. It is commendable in 

getting kids involved in a project of the earth, so they will have a sense 

of pride in learning and doing. 
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Ventona Canyon Resort 

Santa Catalina Hills, Tuscon Arizona 

The Estes Company 

Observe the steps taken to mitigate damage to the delicate Sonaran 

Desert - not only during construction but long before and after. Biologis^ 

were called in to map and identify the diverse and sensitive plant and 

animal systems living there and they coordinated their findings with the 

planners, engineers, architects, and construction personnel. The wildlife 

areas were kept in their natural state or picked as sites for the lowest 

density of development. By identifying these areas in advance they were 

saved. Although they represent only a percentage of the total land area, 

these areas are the most valuable. Moreover, during construction, price 

tags were hung on all federally protected plants, especially cacti, to 

remind contractors that the Estes Co. intended to follow through with its 

threat to charge them for any damage they caused. 

To maintain the biological integrity of the site still further. Estes 

has refused to plant foliage that is not native to the site. This reminds 

builders and architects of their forgotten responsibilty to provide 

continuity with the land, not only with buildings but with landscaping as 

well. Architects must realize that they are designing communities with 

which everything has to live, not only man. 
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Texas Tech Hatural Sciences Laboratory 

Lubbock, Tx. 

Valt Calvert 

Observe the types and processes of research being done and also tne 

interface of the research with the public and the connection to the lexa: 

Tech Museum. 



Other Case Studies to Observe. Compare, and Contrast induce: 

Bayou Segnette State Park 

Jefferson Parish, La. 

Sea Ranch 

North Central Coast, Ca. 

High Plains Research Foundation 

Plainview, Tx. 

Sibley Horticultural Center 

Pine Mountain, Ga. 

San Antonio Botanical Conservatory 

San Antonio, Tx. 

Texas System of Natural Laboratories 

Austin, Tx. 
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"It is a land uncircumscrihed, for it has no limits that the eve can 
tind. . . Broading immutable, given over to its own essential mood of 
desolation, it showed so bleak a face to the white man who came uron its 
verges that they named it, in awe and fear, the 'El Despclado' - the 
barren lands. Yet of all the things that it may be. it is certainly not 
barren. " 

Farley Mowat 

"Perhaps some of the tremendous renewal of energy one experiences in the 
Desert comes from being put back in one's place in the universe, as an 
animal alongside other animals - one of the many miracles of lite on 
earth, not the only miracle." 

Anne Marrow Lindbergh 

,.<' 

"Mountains grow and decay, they breathe and pulsate with life. Thev 
attract and collect invisible energies from their surroundings: the 
forces of air, of the water, of electricity, and of magnetism; they 
create winds, clouds, rains, thunderstorms, waterfalls, and rivers. 
They fill their surroundings with active life and give shelter and food 
to the innumerable beings. Such is the greatness of mountains." 

Loma Anogarika Garinda 
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Thirdly, as the sun moves across the O J-tt o ky. nere are ou P k. X ri u Ut 

xoa^nificent changes in the landscape. Because of the powerfu^ness of 

the sun and the quality of the clean, dry air, the desert light seems 

almost a physical entity. 

The sun's long rays, warm and almost caressing on an early sum
mer morning, shift to a hard, hot, ilat. white glare at noon, 
then gradually recede to the warm red and pink of the sunset 
sky; in the waning evening light, cool blues and purples color 
the distant mountains... Far mountain ranges in the fluctuatmfl 
desert light are transposed from a flat-surfaced, grayish-biue 
at the sun's daily zenith to sculptured surfaces colored by 
shades of amethyst and lilac as the sun lies closer to the morn
ing or evening horizons. Particularly at sunset, one may view 
as many as three or four sets of mountain peaks ranged one be
yond another, their colors varying from the dark purple of the 
closest to the lighter shades of the more distant, all snifting 
in degree of coloration, minute by minute, as the sun drops. 

Sunsets are always magnificent, as are the sunrises. The cnange in 

light creates constantly changing colors and these changes are amoung 

the most striking of desert beauties. 

Fourthly, the deserts nature and geology is clearly seen; its 

anatomy lies exposed. Ecological and geological processes are revealed 

even to the novice, and the composition and relationships are more 

readily observed and appreciated than those in other climates. 

The desert's nature is open and visible, and its climatic condi
tions are stringent; probably as in no other biome are the rela
tionships of living things to the physical aspects of their env
ironment and to one another so obvious and observable as they 
are in the desert. A rewarding understanding of the special 
beauty of adaptation, the tenacity and strength of the force of 
life, and by extrapolation, a deeper appreciation of all living 
things awaits the human desert explorer who looks, learns about, 
and considers the desert biota (p. 14). 

The firmness of angular, jagged outlines are juxtaposed against tne 

smooth, soft, rounded forms of other rocks. Canyons and arrovos oiten 

reveal geology millions of years old. This visible geology, and the 

total visible aspect of the desert, gives the desert its rugged and 

handsome character. 
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Moreover, the desert represents one of tne last relatively wi^a ana 

unihabited lands. There is a general leelin? of isolation, adventure, 

mystery, and truly being alone with nature; being alone but not lonely. 

The desert offers to reveal itself, yet is shrouded m mystery. The 

desert offers a challenge to its visitors. To meet and en::oy this 

challenge is surely basic to human nature. Today, increasing numbers 

are recognizing that challenge to observe and learn the desert 

phenomenon. Naturalist-author Joseph Vood Krutch expressed these 

feelings when he wrote: 

Long before I saw the desert I was aware of the mystic overtones 
which the observation of nature made audible to me. But I have 
never been more frequently or more vividly aware of them than m 
connection with the desert phenomenon (p. 15). 

Few people are immune to the charm and splendor of the desert. Those 

who have experienced the desert know that it can arouse a lifelong 

desire to learn more, and to enlarge one's understanding. 

However, most people have never knowm or experienced the desert and 

most think of the desert as a vast, barren, and inhospitable .and. 

However, the desert is actually teaming with life; and there is beauty 

to be found at every turn. Unfortunately, deserts are considered a 

"threat" to mankind. "Cruel", "harsh", or "merciless" are terms oiten 

used to describe this most delicate and vulnerable landscape. Perhaps 

the reason for man's "desert phobia" and misconception about the desert 

lies in his inability to comprehend it. 

The desert is a powerful and unique sensorium. Silence and 

emptiness are terms used to ambiguously describe sights, sounds, and 

landforras. The desert is both a place of sensory deprivation ana 

awesome overload. 

...too little life, too much heat, too little water, too such 
sky. Its cool shadows offer thermal delight and vet tne desert 
evokes the terrors of the inferno. Its distance and sca.e. tne 
sweep between horizons and the loftiness of the stars, its winas 
and mirages, its hidden life and conspicuous snapes seem at on^e 
to dwarf and to emphasize the human figure (Shepara. p. 47.'. 
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Its sensory impact is profoundly stimulating and aisturoini. a .iiassive 

shock to the human nervous system - the temperature iluctuations oetween 

night and day, the insistent contrast and duality of light and dar^, 

earth and sky, fire and ice. life and death... the desert oifers botn. 

Plant and Animal Life: 

It is a fact that water is the matrix of life, yet the desert is 

noted for its lack of water. So how does life exist and endure, even 

thrive, in the desert? The solutions by the plants and animals are 

numerous, sometimes surprising, and often complex. The piants and 

animals of desert regions are amoung the most highly adaptive and 

specialized. In the desert, the diverse and interdependent web of lire 

is very delicately and sensitively balanced. Many species found in the 

desert exist no where else. Today, a large number of the threatenea and 

endangered plants and animals are living in the desert regions of the 

world. 

Soils of Deserts: 

Soil is a prerequisite for the existence of life in the desert. In 

fact all life ultimately depends upon the soil. In arid and semi-aria 

regions, stability of the soil is extremely important. In the desert, 

when the soil is disturbed it erodes rapidly. Desert soils must te 

treated as gently as any plant or animal. The soil ecologists considers 

distrubtion of the soil to be the most serious threat to desert ecosys

tems as a whole. Vhen the soil "pavement" is broken up ana loosened it 

allows the wind, which is very common in the desert, to carry i-; awav. 

More importantly, however, it also is exposed to rain and tne impact oi 

running water which in the desert may come as a deluge. Erosion is a 

very serious problem in desert regions, and the soil is in a state o: 

dynamic equilibrium with the environment. 
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Importance of Vater: 

At present, earth's deserts have limited carrying cat;a«-it.es :or 

human beings, determined primarily by the effectiveness of water - it, 

quantity, quality, duration, seasonality, and physical availabiiitv. 

Fortunately, or unfortunately, water will continue to be the crux oi 

both the problems and the solutions in arid and semi-arid regions. ' I 

use, management, supply, and recycling will become increasingly more 

impor-tant. 
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THE CHIHUAHUAS DESERT: 

The Chihuahuan Desert is an arid land of distant vistas, shimmering 

in a bluish, sometimes yellowish, haze. A desert of diversity o: form 

and life. It contains rugged mountains, some with pine and fir forest, 

and extensive lowlands abundant with succulents and other desert plants. 

The land is broken by steep-walled, river-carved canyons and dusty arro-

yos, and supporting a flora and fauna of surprising size and diversity 

The Chihuahuan Desert is second in size and extends to the lOwest 

southern latitudes of the four North American deserts. It encompasses a 

portion of southern New Mexico and a large part of western Texas; it 

then extends far south into Mexico. Most of this desert is difficult to 

access, and is less familiar and least studied of the desert lands in 

the United States. In this very isolation lies a good deal of tne 

fascination of the Chihuahuan Desert. I — 
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The Chihuahuan Desert is an area of hign elevations. The ^cwest at 

about 1000 feet, are on the Rio Grande River, and the highest portions 

may exceed 6500 feet. Typcially 3500 - 4200 foot elevations represent a 

characteristic range. The Chihuahuan Desert lies within an area 

surrounded by the Rocky Mountains, the Sierra Madre Oriental, and the 

Sierra Madre Occidental. It consists of alluviel plains, bajadas, and 

scattered mountains. 

The Chihuahuan Desert's natural splendor and richness are held in a 

delicate balance, long protected from substantial encroacnment of man by 

the harshness of the desert conditions. However, the needs of a growing 

human population now threaten that balance and hence the Chihuahuan 

Desert as it exists today. 
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BIG BEND WATTOHAT, p/ŷ K' 

Big Bend N'ational Park is one of the largest national oarKs in the 

United States. Located in extreme southwest Texas, it is the last ^rea^ 

wilderness area of the state. The park, which has an area o: 7;5.116 

acres (286,575 hectares), lies within the V formed by the big oend in 

the Rio Grande River, for which it is named. The Mexican state or 

Chihuahua lorms the southwest border, and the state of Coanuila. the 

southeast border. The park can be reached by automobile via U.S. 

highway 385 from Marathon, Tx., or via a state highway from Alpine. Ix. 

The park preserves a vast expanse of Chihuahuan Desert. 

Big Bend is remote. It is not on the road to anywhere, unless your 

destination happens to be in Mexico. Park Headquaters is over 100 miies 

from Alpine, and 70 miles from Marathon. The nearest commercial airport 

is 220 miles north. Therefore once you get to Big Bend you are most 

likely to find yourself a long way from home and in very unfamiliar 

territory. This remoteness should heighten your senses and aa^e you 

more alert; heln you rediscover really seeing, hearing, smelling, 

tasting, touching, feeling your surroundings. 

The Chisos Mountains, located within the park, were createa pv 

volcanic eruptions in the Age oi Dinosaurs ana by tne xater action o: 

erosion. Sedimentary rocks and lava are the most common lorms oi rocr:s, 

and fossil trees millions of years old are also found. The Rio jranae 
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has cut several unusual canyons, notably the Boaui^las, Maris^a., iz.z 

Santa Elena canyons that reveal geological history for the past .00 

million years, or one-fifth of the earth's known nistcry. rig Eend is 

one of the few places where geological processes are so clearly shown 

that an untrained person can understand them. 

The native vegetation consists of maguey, yucca, cacti, creosote 

bush, agave lechuguilla (the indicator plant for the Chihuahuan Desert), 

ocotillo, snake weed, pinon, juniper, and ponderosa pine. Vast 

stretches of desert shrub and grasslands surround the mountains. 

Animal life in the park includes the antelope, bighorn sheep, the 

Mexican black bear, mountain lion, Texas peccary, jackrabbit, Kangaroo 

rat, coyote, Mexican wolf, Rio Grande beaver, mule deer, white-tailed 

deer, and Sonoran deer. Many species of birds are very common in tne 

park, some of which include the roadrunner, the golden eagle, and both 

the rare peregrine falcon, and Colima warbler. 

The region was inhabited by prehistoric man. Relics oi an ancient 

cave dweller civilization and of the later Apache and Commanche Indians 

have been found by archaeological expeditions to the park area. The 

area of the park was, after the advent of the white man, owned by Spain. 

then by Mexico, later by the Republic of Texas, and finally by the 

United States. The establishment of the park was authorized by an act 

of Congress on June 20, 1935. The park was opened on June 12, 1944. 

To the Spanish the area was known as El Despoblado - the uninnabited 

land; and during the 1800 and early 1900's the area was a naven lor 

bandits, bootleggers, and badmen. The area abounds with legends and 

wonderful, sometimes ghostly, stories. No other park has the the 

combination of size and remoteness coupled with tne romance ana mysterv 

of the Mexican border. Frank Deckert points out, "tne vel. o: olue ana 

purple that dims the distant vistas south of the AIO Grande is botn 

physical and mental." 

Vhen you combine the river, the desert, and the mountains, vou will 

discover the true meaning of synergy. The term "synergy" :aeans rougnly 

a phenomenon in which the whole is greater than tne sut: or its parts. 



Big Bend is much more than its component parts. It is a leer
ing, an emotion, perhaps even a physical representation or some
thing that lurks in the recesses of our minds. It is c-3.re bcn-rs 
reality hot and cold, wet and dry, high and low. It is element
al, yet complex. Seemingly easy to understand on the one nand. 
but full of mystery on the other (Frank Deckert, p.5). 

It has indeed been said that Big Bend is more mood than place. The past 

is very near at Big Bend. There exist a primitive beauty, and a strong, 

sometimes haunting, allurement of the spirit. To come to know this lana 

is to grasp a larger appreciation of the unkown. 

i5 



SII£_JLIYEIIQEI: 

Geographic Location: 

N29'30'. E102/103' 

Altitude: 

1,759'- 7,715' 

Area: 

67,000 acres of Chihuahuan Desert, containing the Rosillos Xtns. 

Land Tenure: 

Donated in 1974 by Ed and Houston Harte to the Texas Nature 

Conservancy. The land will be eventually turned over to the National 

Park Service, Dept. of the Interior; and will become incorporatea into 

Big Bend National Park. 

Physical Features: 

The ranch encompasses the northern and highest half of the Rosillos 

Mountains, including 5.445 foot Rosillos Peak. The Rosillos Mountains 

are a large granite laccolith about 1^ miles long and six miles wide 

with probable maximum thickness of 1,700 feet. Along with overlying 

sedimentary rock, erosion probably has removed a considerable amount of 

the original thickness of igneous rock. The mountains are elliptical n̂ 

shape with many canyons, most radiating from the center of the 

mountains. The mountains' weathered granite, particularly on the steep 

and rociiy northern slopes, gives them the reddish color lor whicn tney 

are named, rosillo meaning "rosy" in Spanish. With the elevation of the 

flats along Nine Point Draw only some 2,300 feet, the mountains nave 

enough reliei to dominate the area easily. Some oi tne alluvial ilats 

are badlands, areas of saline or gypsum soi.s tnat ao not support p.ant 

.ife. But the many good soil sites contain quality ei-iampies ot aesert 

grasslands dominated bv black gramma, blue graiama. tocosagraES. ousn 
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muhly, and burrograss. Soil textures range irom siit a-posits a.cn* 

ilooodpiains to gravelly desert soils to a still gravelly, but numus-

enriched soil of the high mountains. There are a few spring5 in the 

Rosillos Mountains that provide drinking water that is gravity-fed to 

the existing Rosillos Ranch at the base of the mountains. There is a.so 

the ruins of an earlier ranch built in 1899 by pioneer Lucius F. 

Buttrill. The existing Rosillos Ranch has a smalx runway ana hangar. 

It should be noted that the Ranch house will be used as living quarters 

for the Park rangers and permanent staff members and room will oe 

designated for visiting staff/research personnel. The runway can a^so 

be incorporated into the design and used by the Staff and visiting 

researchers and also in emergency situations. There is one main road 

accessing the Ranch; it intersects with the main road leading into the 

park from Marathon at the Dagger Flat Road intersection. It is an 

improved road and appears to be in good shape. In addition there is a 

number of jeep trails already established. The main jeep trail loops 

around the base of the mountains and connects with road coming soutn 

irom Alpine. 

'••mt 
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Vegetation: 

There are four major vegetation zones within the Big Bend region, 

and these are determined largely by elevation: 

1. Shrub Desert - 48% of area. Low hot country adjacent to river 

floodplains and below the grasslands. Plants in this zone are mostly 

succulents and small, widely spaced shrubs such as creosote busn and 

various members of the cactus family. 

2. Grasslands - 49% of area, between the woodland ana shrub desert. 

Dominant plants are yuccas, sotol. and various grasses. 

3. Voodlands - 2% of the area, with pinon pine, and junipers as the 

primary species. A small uniaue vegetative zone ol the wooalands is tne 

ponderosa pine, douglas fir community comprising only approxi-mate.y oO 

acres and located in the hignest elevations. 



4. River floodplain - 1% of the area, lying along the numerous smal. 

creeks, washes, and the Rio Grande. Plants in this belt include 

Cottonwood, giant reed, common reed, and willows. 

Plants of rare, endemic, or otherwise-interesting distribution 

include: villadia, a member of the stone crop family: drooping juniper; 

candelilla; longspur columbine; two species of century plant; salvia; 

giant dagger; hectia; and aspen. 

loteworthy Fauna: 

The Carmen white-tailed deer is found in the woodland areas of Big 

Bend and vicintiy and nowhere else in the U.S. The Colima warbier. 

listed as a "peripheral bird" in the 1973 edition of the Threatened 

Vildlife of the United States, nests only in the Chisos Mountains, and 

the rare peregrine falcon can be seen nesting on the steep clifis and 

canyons of the area. Reptiles and amphibians include the reticulated 

gecko, considered to be very rare, and the cliff frog Texas alligator 

lizard, and the gray-banded kingsnake. J 

Modifications By Man: 

Previous disturbances include mining, grazing, logging, and farming. 

Alterations to the land and flora prior to 1944, especially those 

resulting from overgrazing, are still in evidence. The Pari receives 

over 300,000 visitors per year. Facilities within the Park inciude 

campgrounds, eating and lodge facilities, gasoline stations, roads, both 

gravel and paved, and trails. Developments are concentrated in lour 

main areas of the Park, each of which also contains employee housing. k 

large percentage of visitor use is currently concentrated in the Chisos 

Mountains, a relatively small and easily impacted area. 
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Scientific Research Potential: 

Big Bend National Park and the Rosillos Mountains Reserve comprise a 

prime example of Chihuahuan Desert, with accompanying plant and animal 

communities. Short-term research projects on plants and animals, ana 

geologic surveys are in process in Big Bend. In addition, at any given 

time 15-20 long-range studies are usually in progress. Especially • 

needed is an investigation of the Chisos woodland as a relict lorest. 

This is being incorporated in research leading to a fire management plan 

for the area. There are currently only two research stations located 

within the Park which are available to researchers. At the Park 

headquaters at Panther Junction there is a small library where study 

collections are available for use. 

As one of the most diverse Bioshpere Reserves, Big Bend contains 

habitats from the floodplain communities along the Rio Grande, through 

the Trans-Pecos shrub savanna to the oak juniper woodlands in the Chisos 

Mountains. It is the only reserve which approaches the Chihuahuan 

Desert in shrub species composition, yet the high elevations contain 

representative eastern mesic species. The Park represents a rich source 

of natural history and wildlife management information which is 

contained in the more than 450 publications from the Park. 

J 
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On the following two pages (foldouts) are maps of the area: 

(.1). the entire site and surrounding areas such as Big Bend 

National Park and Black Gap Vildlife Management area. 

(2). shows the specific site for the center and immeaiate area, 

(notice the existing roads and Rosillos Kancn;. 
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EBMMNa 

311E CQUDITIQHS / DRSTOS TMpT̂ Tr.ATJQffc;. 

In an arid region or hot-drv climate there are certain given 

climatolGg-ical conditions. Instead of presenting a group ol statistics, 

it would be clearer and more beneficial to the designer to present a 

summary of these conditions followed by some logical design responses. 

The conditions of a hot-dry climate include: 

* intense heat during the daytime. 

* often intense cold at night. 

* expanses are vast and sunlight and glare are penetrating. 

* drying winds are prevalent and sometimes cause dust storms. 

* annual rainfall is minimal. 

* vegetation is often sparse to nonexistent except along waterways. 

* spring rains come as cloudburst, with rapid runoff and heavy erosion. 

* water suppy is extremely limited. 

* irrigation is a fact of life. 

* limited agricultural productivity requires the importation of tood and 

other goods. 

> 

THEREFOKE: 

* screen use areas and paths of movement from the direct blast of the 

sun. 

t protect outdoor activity areas from exposure. 

* preservation of native plant materials as self-sustaining and hanascme 

component of the landscape. 

* avoid floodplains and arroyos as development sites. 

» limit the size of planted and seeded areas. 

* architectural use of thick walls, high ceilings, wide root ovariiangs, 

limited fenestration, light-reflective colors, and response to the 

arcs of the sun. 

* use insulation to keep out cold night air, reduce neat xoss, ana tne 

utilize radiant heat. 
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* provide cool, compact, and dim interior spaces to contrast t:.̂  nea-

and brightness oi the outdoors. 

* seal buildings against dust and wind by the use of airtight openinss 

and skillful detailing. 

* group structures around courts and patios. 

* provide for catchment and storage ol rainfall. 

* recycling of waste water is prescribed. The type of use wiii 

determine the degree of purification. 

Other Design Implications: 

* In the desert one is more exposed to the elements and tne weather -

rain, storms, sun, wind, heat, cold. Therefore the design of the 'center 

should reflect a thorough understanding of and adaptation to the 

climate. 

* The dome of the sky is a dominant landscape element of infinite 

change and beauty. It may be featured through the use of reiiecting 

pools, courts, patios, and recessed openings. However, the desert uncer 

the open sky is often oppressive and lacking in human scale. ocale is 

therefore easily controlled, from the intimate to the monumental, and 

human scale, if it is to exist, must be consciously created. 

* The sun is a powerful design factor. It may be used as a sweecing 

beam or flood and the design can be in terms of light and shade. The 

myriad qualities of light will be explored and utilized by the most 

effective means in relation to the forms, colors, textures, ana 

materials. The design may dramatize cast shadows - solid as from a 

wall, moving as from water, sculptural as from objects, dappled as iron 

foliage, or as a dark background for luminous objects displayed against 

it. 

* The horizon is an insistent line and landscape element. Striiini-

effects may be achieved through the use of low, horizontal forms to 

complement it or verticals to contrast it. 

* Being in the desert creates a desire to be at one with nature, and 

nature appreciation will be the major design aim and tneme. The naturax 

i. 
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IS D O S 3 1 0 j . e , Ol o: i ^ r L i^j environment will be disturbed as little a: 

improve it. 

* ine essential landscpae quality is tne freedom with ooen views of 

desert and sky. Therefore the plan may be logicalxv orientea outwara to 

embrace the total site's best features and to command the best view. 

Streams, groves, distant hills, all features of the landscape that can 

be seen or sensed, are a part of the extensional site. 

* Build to, around, and among the major established ianascape 

elements, feature the best, screen out and de-emphisize those that are 

less desirable, and contrive structural forms in best relation to the 

natural forms. Site use areas, sympathetically fittea to topograonicai 

features may well dictate the architectural arrangement. 

* The indigenous materials of the site - rock, fieldstone. slate, 

gravels, and timbers - contribute much to its landscaoe character and 

the use of such materials in buildings, bridges, fences, and walls nelo 

relate structures to their surroundings. 

* The desert is a landscape of subtleties - of foliage shadings, 

colors, sky tints, and cloud shadows. The designer must recognize tnese 

qualities and treat them sympathetically. The essential quality of tne 

landscape is the natural and unrefined. Some of the materials may well 

reflect this naturalness and forgo high refinement. 

* Contours are major plan factors. Alignment of plan elements 

parallel with the contours is generally best. Also a sloping site 

affords Interest in views and site development to create richness oi 

landiscape detail may be minimized, because when a site commands a gooa 

view, little else is reaulred. The slope is oriented outwara ana since 

tne view side is exposed, the plan relation to sun, wind, ana rain is oi 

increased concern. 

f The essence of the slope is rise and fall. A terraced schenie is 

suggested; levels may separate functions. Access is easiest along 

contours and therefore normal approach is from the siaes. On a sloping 

site tne level plane is created bv terracing, retaining wa^ls. supportea 

platforms, or the cantilever. Amole area oermirs an expioaed clan. 

) 
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each element being related to the most compatible topographic reatures. 

However, the desert climate dictates a clustered arrangement. The 

sloping site has a dynamic landscape quality and the site lends itself 

to dynamic plan forms. Natural grade changes may be accentuatuea and 

dramatized through the use of terraces, overlook decks, and tivini? 

balconies. 

• A structure imposed on a sloping site belongs to the earth as weii 

as to the sky. A level element imposed on a sloping plane often makes 

contact with the earth or rock at the inner side and is held free to the 

air at its outer side. Vhere the element makes contact with the earth, 

the joint should be clearly expressed. Vhere the leading edge is free, 

the union of structure and sky should also be given design expression. 

* A sloping site has drainage problems since groundwater and surrace 
I — • 

runoff from above must be intercepted and diverted or allowed to tass IZ. i 

freely under the structure. ;. 

* Earth and ground forms are strong visual elements in the desert -t 

landscape. A structural form conceived in sympathy with ground forms "Z 

borrows power from and returns power to the landscape. A structure j 

conceived in studied relation to ground forms will gain in architectural 

strength and will be in harmony with the site. Either site or structure J 

must dominate. Either site is considered basically a setting for a 

dominate structure, or the structure is considered as subordinate to tne 

landscape and designed to complement the natural contours and forms. 

t In the planning of transitions between structure and site, 

intermediate areas relating structure to the land are of key importance. 

> 



,STTE CKITESIA: 

lature Center Location: 

These basic criteria must be considered when determining the loca

tion of the Nature Center. These include: 

t soil type and depth. 

* soil drainage and slope conditions favorable for construction. 

f access to the significant interpretive features at the center. 

* an aesthetic setting. 

* avoid biologically significant areas. 

* avoiding localized climatic extremes, such as frost pockets and 

exposure to high winds and drifting sand. 

t ample space to expand the building if ever necessary. 

* security from fire, floods, geological faulting, and soil 

subsidence. 

* accessibility to existing roads and utilities. -r 

t prevailing summer and winter winds. Z^ 

t views to and from the Center. j 
.1 * existing water resources. 

* landform patterns. 

Raised ground is ideal for a Nature Center setting. It gives scenic 

advantages, good drainage, adds interest and, if handled properly, will 

not interfere with the efficiency of operations. An arrangement that 

follows the contours of the land will improve appearance, be more 

economical, and ecologically responsive. 

Greenhouse: 

» should not be shaded by buildings or trees. 

* good exposure is preferable to a site where hills cut off the late 

afternoon sun. 
* a windbreak should be located 100 or more feet in the direction 

of the prevailing winds, 

t avoid low-lying ground because of its tendency to ilood. 

I 



f if near other buildings, avoid dark paved surfaces and hea-

absorbing walls. 

Animal Housing: 

t should be located on an all-weather roadway or lane. 

t should be on high ground so water will drain away. 

t water and electricity should be readily available. 

f the building must be protected from winter winds. 

# although protection from the wind is necessary, there should be 

a free circulation of air around the facility. 

f tops of hills or other very exposed positions should be avoided. 

f prevailing winds must not carry the smells into any part of the 

Center. 

Zone Planning: 

Dividing the complex into zones may be a useful tool after the 

general site has been selected. The different areas will be activity 

zones and will locate major activities, help preserve a desirable 

environment, and will allow adequate space for present operations and 

future expansion. 

Zone 1 - The Center proper: the visitor parking, entry lobby, 

library, classrooms, meeting spaces, offices, etc. Protect zone 1 from 

noise, odor, and dust as much as possible. 

Zone 2 - Research laboratories, greenhouse, storage, ana related 

functions that are quiet, dry, and odorfree. 

Zone 3 - Service/support: the equipment center, worksnop, exnibit 

preparation, mechanical, etc. These areas cause noise, dust, and 

traffic, therefore consider screening from visitor view. 

Zone 4 - Animal housing facility and related functions. Whether a 

building or a drylot. it creates demand for space, drainage, waste 

management, access, and feed distribution. It also creates noise, aust, 

and odors. 

¥ 
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IDEITIFICATIOI OF KAJOS USES GROUPS: 

t VISITORS - This group includes the tourists, nature entusiasts. 

bird watchers, hikers, school groups, etc. ail visiting' the 

park to "get away form if all." 

» FARMERS/RASCHERS - They will be visiting the Center to attend 

seminars, lectures, and workshops, and to receive advise 

and extension in the area of range and wildlife management, 

* RESEARCHERS/SCIEITISTS - This group includes scientists form the 

Chihuahuan Desert Research Institute, from schools and 

management, biology, ecology, conservation, etc. 

t STAFF/SERVICE - This group includes Park Rangers, administrators, 

and service and maintenance personnel, both permanent ana 

volunteer. 

- I 
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universities, professors and students of range and wildlife '»' 
» 
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ACTIVITY: Approaching 

PARTICIPANTS: Visitors, Ranchers. Researchers. Staff and Service Personnel 

DESCRIPTION: People will visit the Center day-to-day. individually and in 

groups, to do research, attend special seminars and programs, other 

outdoor activities, to ask questions about the research, and about issues 

they are confronting at their own ranches in the area of range and 

wildlife management. Under normal conditions, when there is not a 

special event scheduled, the Center will have approximately 20-40 

visitors a day and perhaps groups as large as 75-100. 

This activity includes the automobile approach as well as that of the 

horse and pedestrian. Easy accessibility is a very important factor. 

This activity should be isolated from the service and machinery traffic. 

This should be an inviting, and exciting experience, and should have an I -.» 

} 

inward orientation. Because the Center's main goal is to help instill an I 

environmental ethic within the visitors, the visitor should feel welcomed J 

and at ease. If the visitor has a good experience while at tne Center -' 

he/she will be more likely to return and use the services the Center J 

offers. 

Staff and Service personnel will park and enter at a secondary 

entrance. All other visitors will park at a distance of one-half - three 

-quarters of a mile away from the entrance of the Center. They will then 

procceed along a self explanatory nature trail to the entrance. This brief 

walk will serve as an "introduction" to the desert. 

(Reference: "Transition/Entry Area" in the Space Analysis portion of the 

program). 



EDUCATING/LEARNING 

This is the Center's most important and diverse activity. Therefore, it is 

broken down into components in order to better understand its intricacies. 

ACT IV IT Y: Advising/Recommending/Extension 

PARTICIPANTS: Designated staff members and guest speakers 

DESCRIPTION: It is hoped that the Center, or at least the results of their 

endeavors, will reach many people across the country and throughout the 

world, directly and indirectly. Therefore the number of peoole the Center 

will educate is hopefully infinite. Everyone would benefit from increased 

knowledge of ecology and conservation. 

This activity entails advising the farmer/rancher on new develop

ments in range and wildlife management such as new research findings, and •—»j 

new methods and practices. These extension services will be done on an i^ 

individual, day-to-day basis and large scale basis such as programs, work- r 
- ̂  

shops, seminars, etc. These will be conducted both at, and away from, the J 

Center. This activity involves groups ranging in size from 10-30 peopie J; 

to as large as 100-200 people. Therefore, there is a need for small ', 

meeting spaces and an assembly area for large groups and special events. 

(Reference: "Meeting Rooms/Classrooms", and "Reference Room" in the Space 

Analysis portion of the program.) 
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ACTIVITY: Listening 

PARTICIPANTS: Visitors, Ranchers, Researchers, and Staff members. 

DESCRIPTION: This activity entails listening to lectures/speakers, films, and 

programs. This needs to take place in an area with good acoustical ef

fects. This activity should be accessible from the exterior without in

truding into the Center proper. This activity could be performed at its 

best in a comfortable and controllable space. This activity dictates 

the need for small meeting rooms/classrooms and a large auaitorium-type 

space specifically designed for this activity. 

(Reference: "Assembly Area" in the Space Analysis portion of the program, ) 

• - 1 
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ACTIVITY: Asking/Observing ', 
i 

PARTICIPANTS: Visitors, Scientists/Researchers, and Ranchers. 

DESCRIPTION: This activity deals with the visitor asking questions about re

search and questions pertinent to ecology and conservation and observing 

the results of the research and experiments to enable them to better un

derstand the environment. The visitor should not feel inhibited about 

asking questions at any time. Therefore, it is important that the 

environment be an informal, relaxed, and comfortable one. 

(Reference: "Meeting/Classrooms", and "Exhibit Area" in the Space .-̂ naiysis 

portion of the program.) 



ACTIVITY: Researching 

PARTICIPANTS: Research staff members (ecologists, biologists, zoologists, en

tomologists, soil scientists, etc.), and Visiting Scientists/Researchers 

DESCRIPTION: This activity entails conceiving experiments, the collection ct 

data, the analysis and evaluation of the data, and development and exten

sion of the results. This activity calls for a well lighted and venti

lated space with ample storage for equipment and maximum flexibility. 

Research will be done by individuals and in groups ranging from 2-5 

people. There is the need for research laboratories, one for each major 

field of research, and all the related support spaces. There needs tc be 

an efficient connection to the growing areas and to the animal housing 

areas. The participants also need access to the administrative offices 

and the teaching areas. It should also be noted that most research will »̂ *| 

be conducted in the field. L 

(Reference: "Soil/Plant/Animal Labs", "Greenhouse", and "Animal Housing 

Facility" in the Space Analysis portion of the program.) 

ACTIVITY: Gathering/Discussion 

PARTICIPANTS: Visitors, Researchers, Guest Scientist and Speakers. 

DESCRIPTION: Gathering for meetings, programs, and events. This activity can 

range from small, informal meetings to community events, special programs, 

to formal lectures, and presentations. This activity could perform bes-

with maximum convertibility, and openness with some degree of restrictive-

ness. 

Very special events will be scheduled as people and resources are a-

vailable and the greatest number of participants will be 100-200 people. 

There will also be regularly scheduled, bi-monthly and monthly, programs 

and events ranging from small workshops of 10-25 people to meetings of .L 

to 100 people. 

(Reference: "Exhibi t Area", "Meeting Rooms", and "Assembly Area" in tLe 

Space Analys is po r t ion of the program.) 

> 



ACTIVITY: Governing/Administering 

PARTICIPANTS: Staff members and Service personnel of the Research Center. 

DESCRIPTION: The activity includes the day-to-day business cycle that enables 

the Center to operate properly. This activity is directly related witn the 

coordination of the Center's functions and programs. This entails organ

izing events, exhibits, providing necessary services, administering policy, 

scheduling programs/events and providing leadership. This activity wnl 

operate best with proper relationship and hierarchy of the administrative 

system. This activity implies the need for departmentalized office spaces, 

and all related support spaces and equipment. 

(Reference: "Offices", and "Conference Room" in the Space Analysis portion 

of the program.) 

ACT IV IT Y: Maintenance/Servicing/Storing 

PARTICIPANTS: Operations personnel (2-4 people) 

DESCRIPTION: This activity involves the storage and maintaining of machinery, 

equipment, and tools. Horses and pack animals will be kept in anotner lo

cation. It requires an efficient connection with the traffic patterns 

within the compound. This activity dictates to large centrally located 

space that is planned to allow for easy expansion. An advantage of tne 

central machinery/storage area is that it is more convenient ana efficient 

than keeping machinery and tools distributed all over the compounc. For a 

list of the tools and equipment see "Equipment Center" in the space analy

sis portion of the program. 

(Also Reference: "Janitor Storage" and "Workshop" in the Space Analysis 

portion of the program.) 

•-rl 
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ACTIVITY: Delivery/Receiving 

PARTICIPANTS: Operations personnel 

DESCRIPTION: This activity entails loading and unloading of goods distributing 

supplies, etc. It should offer an ample storage space that connects to 

service and preparation activity areas. The participants need an efficient 

connection with the administrative relations of delivery and payments. 

This activity dictates a large and roomy space. 

(Reference: "Equipment Center" and "Workshop" in the Space Analysis portion 

of the program.) 

r 

ACTIVITY: Cleaning Storage 

PARTICIPANTS: Custodians/Caretakers 

DESCRIPTION: This activity entails storing of supplies that aid in keeping the 

Center in good shape. This includes the storing of cleaner fluids, mops, 

brooms and any other supplies needed for cleaning. It should be compact 

and adaptable area minimizing the emphasis of the activity to the whole. 

(Reference: "Janitor Storage" in Space Analysis portion of the program.) 
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SF'ACE ANALYSIS 

APKIIISTRATIQI: 

SPACES: Offices for the following departments 

Director 300 sq. ft. 
Business/Accounting 150 
Research/Extension 300 
Operations/Production 150 
Education/Information 150 
Conference 350 
Receptionist 100 

CRITERIA: 

These spaces will accomodate the activity of Governing/Administrating by 

the Park Rangers and Staff personnel. 

The previous allowances include space for departmental aisles, space to 

move about, space for occassional visitors and consultation, files, general 

office equipment, bookcases, and coat racks, etc. 

Since employees will work away from their offices most of the time with 

only infrequent visits to their files, consideration could possibly be given to 

assigning two employees to each work station, with common work tables and 

assignment of file cabinet drawers to each employee. A semi-private office 

occupied by 2 or more employees, enclosed by partitions is 150-400 sq. ft. It 

should be noted that permanent staff members will have individual offices or 

work areas and there will be other spaces allocated for use by the volunteer 

staff. 

Those departments having the greatest number of visitors should be lo

cated so that visitors have a short, direct, and convenient route from tne mam 

entrance to the department sought. Convenient access is not oniy enjovec by 

the visitors but it offers the least disturbance to the wcrk oi employees. 

Departments should have a close working connection to ai^ow for interaction and 

a work flow with a minimum waste of time. 

! ? ' 
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S F ' A C E A N A L Y S I S 

SPACES: Offices for the following departments 

Director 300 sq. ft. 
Business/Accounting 150 
Research/Extension 300 
Operations/Production 150 
Education/Information 150 
Conference 350 
Receptionist 100 

CRITERIA: -3 ' 

These spaces will accomodate the activity of Governing/Administrating by |-

the Park Rangers and Staff personnel. jr 

The previous allowances include space for departmental aisles, space to '• 
I 

move about, space for occassional visitors and consultation, files, general 

office equipment, bookcases, and coat racks, etc. ' 

Since employees will work away from their offices most of the time with 

only infrequent visits to their files, consideration could possibly be given to 

assigning two employees to each work station, with common work tables and 

assignment of file cabinet drawers to each employee. A semi-private office 

occupied by 2 or more employees, enclosed by partitions is 150-400 sq. ft. It 

should be noted that permanent staff members will have individual offices or 

work areas and there will be other spaces allocated for use by the volunteer 

staff. 

Those departments having the greatest number of visitors should be lo

cated so that visitors have a short, direct, and convenient route from tne m a m 

entrance to the department sought. Convenient access is not oniy enjovea cv 

the visitors but it offers the least disturbance to the wor^ ol employees. 

Departments should have a close working connection to allow for interaction and 

a work flow with a minimum waste of time. 



OFFICE REQUIREMENTS: 

* l i g h t i n g l eve l s t o allow for regular office work and reading (.00 fc ; . 
* g l a r i n g su r faces should be iden t i f i ed and correc ted . 
* s e m i - p r i v a t e degree of v i sua l and acous t i ca l pr ivacy. 
* v i s i t o r s should feel a t ease . 
* no o b s t r u c t i o n s of e x i t s , c o r r i d o r s , or s t a i rways . 
* view t o r e l a t e d depar tmenta l ex t e r i o r a reas . 
* n a t u r a l l i g h t and v e n t i l a t i o n should be u t i l i zed . 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 

* f i l e s , she lves , desks , c h a i r s , s t o r age , office 
machines (dupl ica t ing , t abu la t ing , e t c . ) , te lephones. 

* because of the remote locat ion , the re should a l so be a place tor an 
emergency r ad io and t r a n s m i t t e r in the case of an emergency s i t ua t i on . 

9 

Conference Roam: 

Conferences are best conducted in a space designed solely for that 

purpose. Conference space can be used as auxilliary office area for visitor 

consultation. The space should: 

» be centrally located among offices. 

f have interior placement with no windows therefore no outside distrac
tions, easily darkened for presentations, and more wall area for dis
play. 

* have access through corridors or reception areas. 
f be a comfortable and controllable space. An exhaust fan should also 

be provided. 
* provide a place for refreshments to be prepared and/or served or oe 

adjacent to such a space. 
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SPACES: Transition/Entry Area and Lobby/Reception Area 

CRITERIA: 

These spaces will accomodate these users and activities: Visitors, and 

Ranchers for the activity of approaching and departing; Staff personnel for tne 

activity of reception and directing. 

Visitors receive their first impression of an organization from the entry 

experience and the reception area. The visitor should feel welcomed and at 

ease. It should be attractive, inviting, and friendly; above all is should be 

adequate to accommodate normal visitor traffic. 10 sq. ft. per visitor, there

fore 40 visitors = 400 sq. ft. 1̂  

The entry experience should have: an inward orientation, and an exploita- j 

tion of the connections of nature and architecture and the relationship between f 

man and nature by using: 

* shrubs 
* flowering plants/cacti ' 
* pergolas 
* stone pavers 
* sound of birds and insects in the shrubs, etc. 
* the scent of flowering plants, etc. 

These things help enliven the transition between outside to inside and the 

experience of nature. Benard Rudofsky has said, "the pergola stands at the 

threshold of architecture as nature's lobby, or to turn the simple around, as 

the farthest penetration of architecture in the realm of nature." 

The reception area should be cool, compact, and dimly light to contrast 

the stiff ling heat and brightness of the desert outdoors ^25-30 fc;; it shouia 

also utilize earth tones, natural light, natural ventilation, and employ the use 

of vistas and aromas of the surrounding countryside for two reasons: a ) to 

reinforce the entry experience and (2) to instill in the visitors an admiration 

and respect for the land and man's relationship to the earth. 



The receptionists should be located so as tc command a clear view or 

those entering and be easily accessible to visitors - this serves as an mfo: 

mal method of visitor "control". 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 

» couches. 
* chairs. 
•t group and individual seating arrangements. 
* information materials and displays and exhibits. 

_^^i 
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SPACE: Large meeting/Assenbly Area 

CRITERIA: 

This space will accomodate educational programs, seminars, and special 

events; it will accomodate all user groups for the activities of 

Gathering/Discussing, and listening. It should be equipped with ail the 

necessities for lectures, speeches, or audiovisual presentations. It shouia be 

accessible from the exterior with out intruding into the Center proper for 

times when programs or meetings are scheduled after the Center is closed. It 

should also have a major connection or access from within the Center. It 

should be adjacent to the Entry area and Reception/Lobby area. The temperature 

should be comfortable and controllable. Special attention is to be paid to 

acoustics, lighting, and their effects. It should have the ability to be easily 

darkened; normally lighting levels should be 30 fc. Again, natural light and 

ventilation should be utilized as much as possible. 

REQUIREMENTS; 

t 

* 

f 

* 

f 

seating for 200 approximately 2000 sq. ft. 
stage or platform facilities and sound system to accommodate a variety 
of activities. 
projectors, microphones, speakers, etc. 
projection booth. 
storage space for audiovisual equipment. 

'9 
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SPACE: Exh ib i t /Disp lay - Mult i -use Spaces 

CRITERIA: 

These spaces will accomodate various exhibits and displays for educating 

and learning, for casual gathering/discussing, and other activities for all user 

groups. There will be both a major indoor space and a number of exterior 

spaces ranging in size. There will be both structured and formal areas and 

unstructured and casual display areas. The spaces should accommodate both 

quick passers-by and those who like to investigate the exhibits more closely. 

The exhibit area in the interpretive building will be a central attraction 

for most of the visiting public. It should: 

» have a flexible and efficient traffic flow pattern to provide easy access 

from the main building enterance, through exhibits, and to other key ji 

segments of the building or outside to the trail system. < 

t be provided with ample usable wall and floor space for exhibits and 

displays. 

* be well ventilated; using natural light and ventilation. 

* be open, light, airy, and have an uncluttered appearance. 

* be adjacent to the entry/reception area and the meeting rooms. 

* have lighting levels of 30-50 fc. 

The major outdoor space should be partially sheltered from the wind ana 

sun such as a large pavillion or open air market. Other outdoor areas include: 

Natural planting exhibits; Native Wildflower Pavillion. Trails and camping areas; 

a small outdoor amphitheater with firepits for cookouts, storytelling, and to 

serve as an outdoor "planetarium" at night, and for various other events. There 

will also be an Observation Deck or Tower where a broad all-encompassing view 

of the mountains can be attained to make full and dramatic use of the long 

range of visibility in the desert. 

At its peak, the spaces should accommodate approximately 200 visitors 

- 1500 sq. ft. indoor space 

- 1500 sq. ft. outdoor space 



It should be noted that most of the actual demonstrations ani. ĉ a; 

activities will be done informally and in the fie^a. 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 

• viewing platforms. 
* l ighting and sound system. 
•• easy access to outside. 
# temporary or s torable seating. 
* outdoor f i re p i t with space to s tore fuel. 
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SPACE: Reference Library/Reading Room 

CRITERIA: 

A smal l re ference room and l i b r a r y would be a great a s s e t to tne Cenrer'; 

educat ional program. This space wi l l accomodate a i l user -croups :or tnese 

a c t l v i t e s : Advis ing/Extension, Col lect ing data . nc jca t ing/Learning. ana cou.a 

a l so se rve as an a u x i l i a r y meeting space. 

It should: 

* provide l i g h t i n g to accomodate reading and wri t ing (,70-i00 fc.-'. 
* be a comfortable space with na tura l l i gh t and ven t i l a t ion u t i l ized as 

much a s p o s s i b l e . 
* be a qu ie t atmosphere - placed in a low noise zone or ar^a t : tne 

Center. 
» be located adjacent to the recept ion area and information desk, 
t accommodate 20-30 people - 650 sq. f t . 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 

» tables 
* chairs 
* shelves 
* index card file 
f magazine rack 
* desk for Library Assistant 

-3. 



SPACE: Reference Library/Reading Room 

CRITERIA: 

A smal l re ference room and l i b r a r y would be a great a s se t to t;.e 

educat ional program. This space wi l l accomodate a i l user groups tor ".: 

a c t l v i t e s : Advis ing/Extension, Col lect ing data , Educating/^earning, ana 

a l so se rve as an a u x i l i a r y meeting space. 

It should: 

•/— 
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provide l i g h t i n g to accomodate reading and wri t ing (.70-i0\j fc.>i 
be a comfortable space with na tura l l i gh t and ven t i l a t ion utixio 
much a s p o s s i b l e . 
be a qu ie t atmosphere - placed in a low noise zone or area or 
Center. 
be located adjacent to the reception area and information desn. 
accommodate 20-30 people - 650 sq. ft. 
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FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 

* tables 
* chairs 
* shelves 
* index card file 
* magazine rack 
* desk for Library Assistant 

Clo-^^rocrr] 
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SPACE: Meeting Rooms/Classrooms 

CRITERIA: 

(1) Large Meeting Room seating 100 people (could be divisible .nto two 

spaces of 50 seats with moveable divider) 

(2) Small Meeting Rooms/Classrooms seating 20-30 Deopj.e 

These spaces will accomodate all user groups ana serve as ootn torn:ax ana 

informal gathering, discussing, and educating rooms. There wi.i be several 

classrooms in the interpretive building to allow for use by more than one grout 

and for orienting classes that arrive simultaneously before they move outaoors, 

and indoor activities can be held in them in case of inclement weather. They 

include both well structured, interior spaces and less structured, sne.L'erea. 

informal, exterior areas. The space would be best suited lor maximum 

convertibility and openness with some degree of restrictlveness. 

The meeting rooms/classrooms should be easily accessible irom botn the 

Inside and outside and should be adjacent to the exhibit areas, the Rereren:e 

Room and Restrooms. They should also have an efficient connection to tne out

side learning and display areas. Lighting levels should accomodate reading ana 

writing without producing glare from the table tops (70-100 ic); natural lignt 

should be used as much as possible. 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 

t chairs 
* tables 
* chalkboards 
* shelves 
* coat and hat racks 
* etc. 



SPACE: Snack Bar/Food Preparation Area 

CRITERIA: 

This space wi l l s e rve as a smal l snack bar for v i s i t o r s and other user 

groups a s well : i t wi l l a l s o be where food/refreshments wi l l be preparea for 

seminars , programs, and o ther s p e c i a l events . There wi l l be a va r i e ty of. foods 

offered - quick vending machines, premade snacks , or a choice from a va r i e ty of 

prepared lunches and i tems from the c e n t e r ' s own greenhouse. The space should 

have a p l e a s a n t d in ing area with a spec ia l view to the outdoors. Natural l i g h t 

and v e n t i l a t i o n a r e to u t i l i z e d in connection with a small outdoor dining deck 

poss ib ly overlooking p a r t of the mountain. Lighting leve ls should be 50 fc. 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 
* oven/stove 
* refrigerator/freezer , 
* cabinets/counter (and serving counter ~r 
* utensils and store room a' ' 
* dining tables and chairs ' 
* cash register f 

approx. 1250 sq. ft. 

SPACE: Bookstore/Jature Shop 

CRITERIA: 

An important source of income for the nature center is the bookstore and 

specialty shop where visitors have the opportunity to purchase natural history 

books, field guides, checklists, bird feeders made in the shop, and other items 

consistent with and useful to the outdoor educational programs. This feature 

should be located where it is readily accessible to visitors, yet it should not 

conflict with the internal traffic flow or be an audible distraction to anyone 

elsewhere in the building. Natural and display lighting will be used (100-200 

fc). and natural ventilation will also be utilized. 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 

* cash register 

* display counters 

* display shelves 

* stock room/closet 

AoDrox. 500 sq. ft. 



3FACE: "Mud"/Vet Room 

CRITERIA; 

The amount of rainfall in the Desert is low compared to otner environ

ments; however, flash floods and sudden down pours are quite common during 

certain times of the year. These sudden rains oiten turn innocen'. locking ar-

royas into raging mud slides. Therefore a "mud" room shouia be trcvided. !* 

provides a place for participants to clean up after messy outdoor programs or 

projects. It also helps minimize janitorial problems and trovides aaaitiona^ 

storage area for equipment used in "hands-on" programs and outdoor projecB. 

It should be located at a secondary entrance/exit to the outaoor areas and ^c-

jacent to the research and teaching facilities. Lighting levels snoula ce 

between 30-50 fc; natural light and ventilation should be provided. It shouia 

accommodate both small and large groups up to 50 people, as wen as » 

individuals. Approximately 500 sq. ft. 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 

* seating benches 
* coat and hat racks and hooks 
» shelves 
•t cabinets 
* storage of rain gear 
* etc. 
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RESEARCH: 

SPACE: Research Laboratories 

CRITERIA: 

These spaces accomodate these users and activities: Researchers/Scientist 

for observing, conceiving and conducting experiments, collecting data, and 

development of results; Staff personnel for coordinating research. It should pe 

noted that most research data collection and observation will be conducted 

primarily in the field. 

(3) 30' X 24' labs 

(1) s o i l s lab 
(1) p lants lab 
(1) animal lab 

720 sq. ft, 
720 sq. ft. 
720 sq. ft. 

* well lighted to accomodate lab and re.search work (100 fc;. 
* some types of research demand constant ventilation for experiments 

dealing with toxic chemicals; this type of research will be limited 
but careful attention is to be paid to provide proper ventilation by 
utilizing natural and mechanical means. 

* ample s torage 
* maximum f lex ib i l i ty 
* controlled environments with closely regulated humidity and tempera

ture in some instances 
f each lab accommodates 2-3 research s c i en t i s t s 

4 M * 

:3' 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 
* work benches 
* desks 
-* shelves 
t storage cabinets 
* fume hoods 
* sinks 
* chairs/stools 
* fire extinguishers 
t safety equipment 
* scientific equipment 



SPACE: Greenhouse 

CRITERIA: 

The greenhouse must be designed so t h a t i t admi ts the g r e a t e s t poss ib l e 

amount of l i g h t . I t should be adjacent t o the r e sea rch and teaching f a c i l i t i e s 

and a l s o needs an e f f i c i e n t connect ion to the equipment/machinery s to r age and 

s e rv i ce area . 

* s o i l and p l an t r e sea r ch i s done under a l l k inds of weather cond i t ions 
due to a completely automat ic hea t ing , cool ing, and a r t i f i c i a l l i gh t ing 
sys tems 

* tempera ture and humidity must be con t ro l l ed to within a degree 
* means of in t roduc ing f resh a i r must be presen t (ex. negat ive p ressure 

and/or v e n t i l a t i n g sash ) 
* t h r e e most impor tant c o n s i d e r a t i o n s 

- l i g h t exposure 
- unpolluted a i r 
- f r e e - d r a i n i n g s o i l 

* approximate ly 750 sq . f t . 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 
* propagating zones 
* planting tools 
* storage of tools 
* pots 
* storage of planting materials 
t hose bibs/water hoses 

MIft 
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SPACE: Animal Housing Facilities 

CRITERIA: 

The animal housing areas support research and teaching labs. This space 

accomodates Researchers/Scientists for researching; Stafi personnel for 

teaching; Visitors for recreational horseback riding; and Service personnel. lor 

storage. There will be no automobiles permitted past the center proper, all 

traveling about the site will be done on foot or on horseback ( there will ce 

jeeps to be used by staff personnel when the situation arises). Gooa animal 

husbandry and human comfort require physical separation of animal and human 

occupancy areas. 

REQUIREMENTS: 

* corridors should be at least 7' wide 
* doors should swing toward corridor 

42" wide 84" high 
self-closing 

* floors - smooth, waterproof, nonslip, wear resistant, capable of being 
scrubbed with disinfectants 

* walls - monolithic, waterproof 
-» ventilation, temperature, humidity control 
* storage areas for food, bedding, and equipment 
* areas for washing and sterilizing equipment 
* noise and odor control - downwind from Center 
* washing, cleaning room 
f manure bunkers 
* weighing machine 
* water containers 
* hay racks 
* salt licks 
* work room 
* lighting levels to accomodate these tasks requirements ( 30-7u fc;. 

It should be readily accessible from the research and teaching areas DU' 

located so as to eliminate offensive odors from the Center. 



SPACE: Photograghic Darkroom 

CRITERIA: 

A small darkroom will accomodate Research/Scientists m development of 

research data and collection, and also to aid Teacher/Naturalists and Stai: 

personnel in preparing exhibits and materials for library and classrooms. 

Moreover, many nature centers have built very exciting and successful nature 

photograghy programs around their darkrooms. 

It should be adjacent to Research and Teaching labs. It should accomodate 

1-3 people (150 sq. ft.). It should be a well ventilatea and well aarkenea 

space. It should have ample storage and cabinet space for chemical and 

equipment storage. 

:\ 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT; 

# 

* 

* 

* 

t 
* 

light-tight door with lightproof louver, 
light drawer. 
counter space. 
sink with hot and cold running water. 
safelights. 
enlarger. 
negative files. 
print washer and dryer. 
wet bench/ dry bench. 
developing trays. 
electric timer. 
mounting press. 
refrigerator. 
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SERVICE/SUPPnT?T: 

The following spaces will accomodate the Service personnel for the 

ac t iv i ty of s to r ing , del ivery/receiving, maintenance/servicing, and exhibit 

preparation. 

SPACE: Equipment Center 

CRITERIA: 

Equipment should be kept in a central storage building ratner than dis

tributed all around the compound. This would make it more convenient lor mak

ing repairs and servicing equipment. It should be located along the ̂ ane to tne 

trail system and adjacent to the exhibit preparation space. 

# 

* 

well lighted to accomodate storing, making repairs, machine operation 
and materials handling. 
natural light and ventilation will be utilized. 
easy expansion for future growth. 
storage room for tools, parts, etc. 
restrooms. 
should accommodate 4 people. 

FURNISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 
* storage cabinets 
* fueling station 
* washing station 
* large overhead doors 
* tools 
* (2) jeeps 
* (1) tractor 
* (1) livestock trailer 
* (1) flatbed trailer 

Approximately 3000 sq. ft. 

K 
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SPACE: Janitor/Storage 

CRITERIA: 

It should be a compact and adaptable area minimizing tne emphasis of tne 

activity to the whole. 

* well vented, and lighted (20 fc). 
* shelves 
* storage cabinets 
* hangers 
* service sink 
* low traffic/low visibility area 
* cleaning agents 
* approximately 300 sq. ft. 

,. ' 

SPACE: Workshop 

CRITERIA: 

Workspace for the designing and building of exhibits and displays is an 

absolute neccessity. Because of noises, noxious smells, dust, and flammable 

materials it is recommended that these activities be carried out in a separate 

maintenence building so it does not distract from the programs or pose a safety 

or fire hazard. 

3 occupants 
X 

500 .sq. ft. 

ruRN ISHINGS/EQUIPMENT: 

• work bench 
* storage cabinets 
• tools 
* good l ighting to accomodate machine operation, wooaworxing. ana genera. 

shop work (50-100 fc ). 
t natural vent i la t ion should also be provided. 



SPACE: Power, Water, and Sanitation Facilities 

CRITERIA: 

* the Center proper should be located on the best-drainea area. 
* a well close to the Center of water consumption is desirable. 
» the layout of the water system should keep lines as short ana straight 

as possible. 
* a sewage disposal system consists of the house sewer, septic tank, and 

disposal field. 
* the sewage system must be located away from all wells and water re

sources. 
* the sewage system must also be watertight and rootproof. 
* the disposal area should be an open ground, generally out of range oi 

tree and plant roots. 

SPACE: Restrooms 

CRITERIA: 

Inadequate restroom facilities can cause undue program delays and 

foreshorten scheduled group activities. Therefore restrooms should be designea 

to accommodate peak visitor traffic. They should be adjacent to the large 

assembly area, the exhibit area, the reception area amd meeting area, .-iccess to 

the restrooms should be provided from the outside, as well as the insiae. tor 

individuals or groups at the Center after normal closing hours, wnen access 

would be impassible. Lighting level should be 10-30 fc. and natural light as 

well as natural ventilation should be utilized. 

Men's and Women's 500 sq, ft. 

Smaller restrooms should be located adjacent to the ofiices, research ana 

teaching areas, and work areas for Staff/Service personnel and Researchers. 
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OVERALL BUILDUG DESIGN CQHSIDKRATTnW5?; 

* Top priority should be given to designing a functional and efficient 

structure. Some caution should be exercised so the interpretive building aoes 

not become an impractical architectural oddity. 

* Entrances, exits, and interior spaces should be correlated with overall 

traffic flow or circulation plan. Whenever possible, unsupervised groups or 

individuals should move through the building and over the grounds m a one-way 

pattern. 

* The design should permit simultaneous use of the building by several groups. 

* Low-profile buildings generally are less obtrusive visually than buildings 

with a high profile. The design should serve to call attention to the place and 

the experiences rather than to the building itself. 

* Energy costs are rising each year partly due to the ecological crisis 

discussed in the beginning of the program, and all efforts to minimize this 

expense should be incorporated in the design. The nature center shouia be a 

model facility for illustrating the conservation of energy, The following 

features should be considered: 

* Orienting the building where it will be protected from environmental 

extremes and can fully utilize breezes and sunlight. 

* Thermal windows. 

* Efficient insulation. 

* Natural draft ventilation to minimize or eliminate the need for air 

conditioning. 

* Maximize the use of natural lighting. 

* The development of alternative energy sources at the center oy using 

solar, water, or wind power. 

The Interpretive Building: 

The interpretive building functions as the focal point for aaministrative 

and program activities at the center. A stop here wiii heip to orien' tne 

visitors and make them aware of what the center has to offer. Tne aes.gn oi 
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the interpretive center should be influenced by the prograiss envisa« 

nature center as well as by the physical and biologita. characteristics or tne 

site. Reference "Site Criteria" in the Context portion of the program. 

Interior Building Design Considerations: 

» Lack of aaequate storage space seems to be a universal complaint about most 

interpretive buildings. Therefore, provision for plenty of storage snaie shou.a 

be a prime concern in all planning and design phases. 

• If the interpretive building is going to successfully service a broad cross 

section of the community, it will have to be designed with the specia. 

requirements of small children, the aged, and the handicapped m mind. Per 

example, ramps should be constructed in conjunction with or in lieu of 

stairways; special water fountains, sinks, and toilet fixtures shouid be .,* f 

installed; and exhibits should be built so they can be seen, touched, heara, ana 

smelled, which ever the case may be, by all visitors. 

# Large windows can create a feeling of openness and intimacy with tne 

outdoors. On the hand, excessive and/or large windows: limit the opportunities 

for wall displays; make darkening rooms for audiovisual programs diiiicult; 

raise the cost of heating and cooling; and create hazards for birds. Tne aeslg: 

and placement of windows should be done with the utmost of care. Insteaa oi 

randomly placed, each window will focus on some feature oi the lanasoate. 

* Modern carpets can withstand very heavy use, add a dimension oi aecorative 

warmth and most importantly, muffle sounds. Carpets should be given triority 

as a floor covering in the auditorium, classrooms, and library. 

» Electrical outlets and lighting fixtures often are neglectea in the aesign oi 

the interpretive building, only to become a troublesome problem, particularly in 

the exhibit and classroom areas. The structure should equipped witn moveao.e 

light fixtures installed on tracks mounted to the celling. Contmuous-traod 

electrical outlets should also be considered. 

; ' f 
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SPACE SUMMARY 

Administration 

Director 
Business 
Research 
Operations 
Educations 
Conference 
Receptionist 

Square Feet 

300 
150 
300 
150 
150 
350 
100 

1500 

Public/ Information 

Entry/Transition 
Lobby 
Assembly 
Exhibit Interior 

Exterior 
Library 
Classrooms/Meetings 
Snack Bar 
Bookstore 
Mud Room 

200 
400 
2000 
1500 
1500 
650 
1200 
1250 
500 
500 

9700 

Research 

Soils Laboratory 
Plant Laboratory 
Animal Laboratory 
Greenhouse 
Darkroom 
Animal Housing 

720 
720 
720 
750 
150 

2500 

5560 

Service/Support 

Equipment Center 
Janitor Storage 
Workshop 
Mechanical 
Restrooms 

3000 
300 
500 
2600 
500 

6900 
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Housing 

Staff 
Visitor 

2825 
2100 

4925 

Parking 

Staff 
Visitor 
Service 

10 spaces 
110 spaces 
5 spaces 

125 spaces 

TOTAL SQUARE FOOTAGE 
TOTAL PARKING 
TOTAL LAND BASE 

GROSS SQ. FT.: 
28,585.00 X 1.15 

28,585 net sq. ft. 
125 spaces 

67,000 acres 

:l 
= 32,872.75 gross sq. ft. 
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

PROJECT ANALYSIS: 

PROJECT: Chihuahuan Desert Nature Center and Research Laboratory. 

Rosillos Mountain Preserve, Big Bend National Park, Tx. 

J3 

CLIENT: National Park Service, Dept. of the Interior; Chihuahuan 

Desert Research Institute; Alpine, Tx. 

SITE: 67,000 acres of Chihuahuan Desert in the Rosillos Mountains 

of Brewster County, Tx. Just north and adjacent to Big Bend 

National Park. Donated in 1984 by Ed and Houston Harte to 

the Texas Nature Consevancy. It will become part of the Big 

Bend National Park. 

STRUCTURE: Conventional, perhaps utilization of some prefabricated parts 

due to the remoteness of the location. 

MATERIALS: Cast-in-place concrete, stone, wood, and other materials 

found on or near the site. Quality but not expensive materials 

MECHANICAL: Evaporative cooling, forced-air heating, passive 

and active solar. 

SPONSORS: The Research/Learning Center will be a cooperative enaeavor 

between the Texas Nature Conservancy, the Chihuahuan Desert 

Research Institute, and the National Park Service. 

The Texas Nature Conservancy is the state branch of the 

national, non-profit organization committed to preserving 

biological diversity by protecting natural lands, and tne 

life they harbor; cooperates with educational institutions. 
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public and private conservation agencies. Works with states 

through "natural heritage programs" to identify ecologically 

significant natural areas. 

The Chihuahuan Desert Research Institute is a non-profit 

orgnaization formed to promote human understanding and appre

ciation of the Chihuahuan Desert through scientific research 

and public education. They are currently cooperating with 

Sul Ross State University, the Big Bend Natural History Assoc

iation, and the Center for Inter-American Studies in El Paso. 

Tx. 

The National Park Service administers parks, monuments, and 

other administrative classifications of national significance 

for their recreational, historic, and natural values. Manages M 

landmarks programs for natural and historic properties; coordi

nates the Wild and Scenic Rivers System and the National Trails 

System; administers study and grant programs. 

PATRONS: Other sources of revenue: 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 

Desert Protective Council 

National Wildlife Federation 

Natural Areas Association 

Texas Parks and Wildlfe Dept. 

Texas Committe on Natural Resources 

Texas Chapter Wildlife Society 

Schools, Colleges, and Universities 

Tourists (300,000 annually in Big Bend) 

Possible Grants, Gifts, and Donations: 

World Wildlife Fund 

Charles A. Lindberg Fund, Inc. 

J.N. Darling Foundation, Inc. 

National Wildlife Endowment.Inc. 
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Natural Science for Youth Foundation 

Texas Conservation Foundation 

Davis Conservation Library 

Native Plant Society of Texas 

Public drives 

Operational Cash Flow: 

Donations 

Bookstore/Specialty Shop 

Snack Bar 

Overnight lodging and camping permits 

Fees for saddle horses, pack animals, and guides 

Possibly building use fee for laboratory research space 

FINANCING: Since the clients are non-profit organizations and the project 

will be part of Big Bend National Park, financing shouid be 

low compared to commercial rates. Also, the project will be 

tax exempt. Energy costs are mounting each year, and alx ei-

forts to minimize this expense should be incorporated into tne 

design. The Center should be a model facility for illustrating; 

the conservation of energy. The project will utilize Net 

present value energy financing to enable energy savings to 

justify the initial cost. 

Beacause of the remote location existing roads will have to be 

improved and some new roads will be built to accomodate traifi-

patterns. 

The NPS will eventually develop the area witn trails and camping 

facilities. Therefore the Project building ratio will be approx. 

35 %. 
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ECONOMIC 

ANALYSIS: Building Area Cost / Sq.Ft. 

Nature Center 

Laboratory 

Housing 

S 105.51 

S 75.76 

S 55.00 

Gross Building Area: 

Nature Center 

Laboratories 

Housing 

11,200 sq.ft. 

12.460 sq.ft. 

4,925 sq.ft. 

Building Budget: 

Nature Center 

Laboratories 

Housing 

105.51 X 11,200 

75.76 X 12,460 

55.00 X 4,925 

S 1,181,712.00 

$ 943,J6Q.0O 

S 270,375.00 

Total Building Budget: $ 2.396,556.00 

Project Building Ratio: 35% 1.35 X $ 2.396,556.00 

TOTAL PROJECT BUDGET: S 3,235,350.60 

(Average Building Costs taken from the 1986 Dodge Construction 

Systems Costs Guide.) 
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DOCUMENTATION: 

A POST-DESIGN REPORT 

REVIEW OF DESIGN PROCESS: 

During programming there were many ideas floating around in my head; 

but it was not until after programming that I visited the site. I was 

greatly influenced by what I saw; the indigenous architecture of the Big 

Bend region. Buildings of natural materials, stone and adobe, seem to be 

rising up from the ground, and the ruins of earlier buildings seem to be 

returning to the earth from which they came. When design began, I started 

ideation dealing with as many issues as possible. My preliminary ideas 

were buildings that worked with the site and were built of stone and adobe 

but were still very conventional. After reassessing my philosophical intent 

and getting to the essence of my thesis, I realized that I would have to 

take my ideas to the extreme. The idea of the natural and unrefined became 

prominent. "Camouflage" became a major buzzword. 

The location of the building became very important. Out of the 67,000 

acres and the hundreds of canyons and arroyos I needed to find the one 

that was most suited for my project, the one special place that lended 

itself to it. The truly biologically sensitive areas were avoided. Five 

canyons were choosen based on availabilty of water, views, sounds, breezes, 

orientation, roads, vegetation, topograghy and spatial and experiential 

quality. A site model was built for each of these. One was chosen and a 

spot identified for the building location, again based on climatic and 

experiential quality. A larger site model was built and the rocks were 

added. It took some time to experiment with the rocks and finally get them 

completed. For the next several weeks I worked in model form. 

Attention was paid to the naturally defined spaces. The building was 

to become part of the desert landscape and the landscape was to become 

part of the building - merging together of the two to produce a single 

entity. Instead of avoiding the rocks and boulders, they became major 



features of the design. The project became more and more natural and 

organic which was for me personally challenging. 

After some time of ideating and exploring in model form, I went through 

the program and made sure I was meeting all the requirements, spatial 

adjacencies, etc. The first prelim consisted of a very schematic floorplan 

showing basic circulation, elevational studies, preliminary sections, and 

interior perspective studies. The idea of framing the entry experience had 

become evident. Afterwords I began exploring ways to break the roofs up so 

they would not be so large and flat, and ways to make the building echo 

more natural forms. I spent some time refining the floorplan, further 

developing some sections and interior perspectives and playing with the 

model. 

For two weeks energy issues occupied my thoughts. All the reading and 

research confirmed what I had decided on intuitively about thermal mass, 

time lag, and night flushing. The second prelim consisted of a more 

refined floorplan, more defined spaces and rooms, and more detailed 

perspectives. Then refinement and exploration on ways to give the spaces 

more architectural character began. Openings, skylights and doors, 

landscaping, floor treatments, furniture layouts, refined natural ventialtion 

requirements and natural lighting and design details were studied. Given 

the time, I would have liked to develop and explore these areas further. 

Overall, I feel good about the process. I only wish that maybe I could 

have done a little more. Once I had the overall direction, I kept refining 

the design getting it tighter and tighter. There was never a period of 

trashing absolutely everything and starting all over after the initial 

ideation. For the final I refined the model, putting in more detail, painted 

it, added landscaping, water, and sides then stared on the drawings: 

floorplans, elevations, sections, and serial perspectives. I would have 

liked to have done more drawings and had time to do some really detailed 

design work. 



PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS: 

As soon as I visited the site, and even more so when I began designing. 

I realized that during programming there was a tendency for me to over 

estimate. The nature center that I initially proposed was even larger than 

the park headquaters. I also decided to concentrate more on the nature 

center itself in its educational capacity rather than the research labs. 

Most research is done in the field, therefore all that was needed was a 

place to serve as a base for the researchers and a place for them to 

interpret and evaluate the data. The number of labs was reduced from three 

specific 720 sq. ft. labs to one flexible lab area of approx. 1400 sq. ft. 

Also all agricultural research was dropped and therfore the greenhouse was 

no longer needed. 

The number of classroom/meeting rooms was set at two. These spaces 

are quite flexible and can serve many activities; one to serve primarily as 

a classroom and naturalist preparation and the other to serve as a multi-

use meeting room. The larger assembly area was reduced to a more 

comfortable and realistic size. 

Parking requiremnts were reduced from 110 visitor spaces to around 65. 

The area designated for adminstration stayed the same but the 

departments were changed to Natural History, Interpretation, Visitor 

Services, and Adminstration (operations and maintenance) after talking with 

the people at the Park headquaters. 

Because of Park regulations about recreational horseback riding, the 

horses became only for the researchers to use on expeditions into isolated, 

inaccessable, and sensitive areas of the mountains. Also because the park 

already has areas designated for employee housing it was dropped from the 

design. 

Originlly I had thought that the materials may need to be prefabricted 

because of the remoteness of the site but the materials became mostly 

indigenous, natural and unrefined to help establish a strong site-structue 

unity. 

Overall the gross square footage was reduced from 32,872 sq. ft. to 

approx. 27,209 sq. ft. 



FINAL CONCLUSIONS: 

In conclusion, it was a fun project and a fun semester. It was my 

first attempt at "organic" architecture (meaning natural and unrefined) and 

I found it quite challenging personally to break away from the box, so to 

speak. After reflecting I do not suggest that every building be designed 

this way, but as a thesis project it has some things to say and some of the 

principles can still be of some value to architects and architecture. For 

example: "a building is right when it tends to preserve the integrity, 

stability, and beauty of the biotic community, it is wrong when it tends 

otherwise"; capturing the spirit and mood of place to help restore the 

vanishing sense of place that is often lost in today's stylsitic 

architectural melting pot; the organic lessons of balnce and humility; 

working with the environment not against it; rexamination of the lessons 

from vernacular architecture; re-examination of some of the limiting 

concepts of modern architecture and the drugery of our industrial age; an 

environmental approach as opposed to formalistic approach; calling 

attention to the experience and the place rather than the building as an 

object itself; and removing once and for all the false dichotomy that 

seperates man from nature. 

The biggest dissapointment of the semester is that my advisors never 

really understood what it was I was trying to do. There was never enough 

time to really set down and explain it all to them. Perhaps that was a 

failure, on my part, to verbally articulate and communicate that, but 

perhaps also a failure on their part for never reading my program or 

synopsis. During my final presentation the comment was made that perhaps 

my design was too passive, it blended in too well, but if my thesis is 

dealing with a passive approach calling for balnce and humilty on the part 

of the architect towards the environment then I should take that position 

to the extreme, not half way. Also the project was never a solar energy or 

earth shelter project. It was more a solution to my philosophy, climate, 

place and natural beauty developed not according to the confining 

principles of pure energy function, but according to the expansive 

principles of nature's organic lessons. 




